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1 II it's being approved on an expedited basis because of a

2 ~I very excellent and comprehensive preliminary report --
il

3 ii preliminary consultation -

4 jj MR. HONDOWICZ : Second.
II

5 fl rWAIRMA_N KOUSOUL•AS : I'll close the public

6  record.
II

7 II 
All those in favor of the motion, raise your.

8 j= right hand?
II

Q  The motion passes unanimously.

10 ji The next case is Case A, for new construction
I I

11 ii in "Kensington:fan we have a staff rannrt!

12  (Pause.)

II

13 ii MS: ZIBK: The applicant is the Ellison

14. jj Corporation; Carey Hoobler is their agent. Coming in for
II

15 
II 

a proposal to demolish an existing gara-e,, and construct

16 jj a new house and garage on Baltimore Street in Kensington.

17  The project has been reviewed from several

18  different aspects, and the major aspect has been the

19 (( potential aspect that this new -- this new construction

20 jj would have on this particular part of the Kensington

21 
I 

Historic District, which is the first one.

22 j And then the second, of course, would be the
11

23 !( consideration of demolition of an existing historic

24 jj structure, as well.
II

25 Lot 25 -- I have some slides, and perhaps it
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would be, easier to start with that, and just show you all

a general sense of the particular block that we're

talking about:

Okay, this is a view looking at this particular

Portion of Baltimore Street, with Connecticut Avenue is

to my -- behind us, looking down. And the subject

Property is on your left.

This is a view -- let me see -- the subject

parcel that we're talking abort is associated at this

point with this.house, and this house sits in the middle

of a -- on a lot with two flanking sine lots, This is

one of the flanking side lots here. So there's quite a

distance between houses on this side of the subject

property.

And this is the existing house, and this is the

proposed building site.

This again is the -- the house looking across

the proposed building site. The driveway is on that lot.

This is the house. It's an altered farmhouse dating --

well, dating to -- in the -- around 1890's, and then

altered again in the early part of the 20th century: It

has the front porch missing.

And this is the existing primary resource. And

this is a view looking towards what is the proposed

construction site, and this is the existing garage, or
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auto house.

And the other thing I wanted the Commission to

note is; again; the space between the existing primary

resources on this street.

This is a view looking Tram Baltimore onto the

proposed construction site, with the garage which is

proposed for demolition and the existing house, the

primary resource.

Arid this is a photograph standing back on the

lot itself, looking out towards Baltimore, giving you

again 
a sense of the space on either sides nT this, and

also a sense of environment of the -- of the block.

j4are's a picture of the little garage: It is

in poor condition. It has not had any maintenance work.

You'd think this is a case of deferred maintenance that

we're seeing. It is in rather poor condition.

Originally, it had the lapped siding, and then -- which

would be consistent with the primary resource, and then

at the point where wood shingles were applied on the

primary resource, I'm guessing they were applied on the

auto house to make matched set:

This is just a detail. And this is just a

detail to show that, indeed, it is in rather poor

condition; but, again, due to deferred maintenance.

These are original garage doors, they're on



i II roiiers.

L  And 1 just wanted t0 SIlOw sort of a series of
II

garages on the block; there's still a few hare,

4 II And then I wanted to show a series-of slides

_1 

I 

snowing, in a sense s the overall environmental setting
II

6 jj for this particular block. And I think that the
II

7 I~ overriding characteristic is one of spaciousness, and

8 jj elaborate development of side yards and gardens; all

y I consistent with the Victorian garden suburb which was one
I

10  of the philosophical bases for the development of
II

11 i~ Kensington -

12 jj I think you can see here again, it's the
II

13  general spacing we see between_ houses that allows for the

14 jj development of these -- this garden setting. Okay.
II

15 !! And, just again showing you the generous

16  spacing between houses. Loads of mature trees, hedges,
II

17  boxwood, azaleas.

18 I~ This particular house, I'm showing -- I'll show
i

13 
11 

you again -- is actually only on one lot. But it shares,

20 jl because of its neighbors, it has a generous environmental

I
II

%1 setting.

22 j And this house also is the same thing. When
II

23 ~` the houses are built on the Sinai@ lots, there is a

24 j11 reduction, in the sense that there is.room for the house,
_ II
15 ,~ and maybe a driveway: But in these particular cases,
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r_hose house sharp the generous si6p yawls of their

neighbors.

n this case, I want to show you the

particulars of the house; new construction at the

Connecticut -- towards Connecticut-, Avenue -- excuse me --

3913, that was built. I simply use it as an example of

what happens when the rhythm of the street is

interrupted. And instead of having a house -- side yard

-house, we have house, house, house, with the result i n --

and certainly, it's still lovely, but there is a reduced

-- there is a reduced harden cetting: •ihic is another

view of that series, with a different rhythm that's

there_

And this is another older house that was

originally on more than one lot, and where top hniicp i c

-- doesn't feel like it is only.on one lot, because it's

able to share in the 
generous side yard of its neighbor.

The house at 3920, which is the primary

resource, which would be adjacent to the proposed

building site, as I said, is a primary resource in the

historic district. And the little auto house is part of

that, and is a primary resource as well.

The concerns that staff have, has to do with

the encroachment on the environmental district.

Of course, the proposed demolition of the small
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auto house, and tho general inrnmpatibiiity of the

proposed development with the existing patterns of

development, basically, this addresses the loss of open

space, the proposed percentage of property coverage,

which is another way of looking at this loss of open

space, and also the interruption or the existing rhythm

of construction to open space:

And this is in nonconformance with the actual

development pattern in this particular parr of the

historic district.

The report, my report-, of course goes i nto- come

detail about various aspects, but i think one of the

primary concerns is that the proposed development will-

utilize

ill

utilize a single lot for construction that is 47 percent

of the average property size of primary resources in the

district. So, the proposal from that perspective does

not complement the overall building pattern:

And that the proposed coverage of the property,

which includes the house and garage, is almost three

times the average property coverage for primary

resources; again, addressing this loss of open space and

the garden setting of the historic district and the

encroachment on the setting for the -- on this immediate

block, and on the primary resources on either side of

this proposed building lot:
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1 ~( I would just mention again that the garage is,

2 ji also a historic structure within the historic district.
II

3  The Kensington, which began as a railroad suburb -- well;

4 jj it has an earlier history, I include that on page one,
II

5 
~I 

but -- developed very much due to the trolley and the

o jl metropolitan branch of the B&O Railroad; also developed
II

7 ~! again with another building spur when the automobile

B I~ became readily available to the population. And we saw
I

9 I~ this in suburban growth throughout the County.

10  So these auto houses were all built. They are
I I

11 !I small structures to accommodate the small size of the

12 jl original automobiles, and the are indicative of part of
jI

13 ~( the history of our County.

14 jj I'm available to answer questions. I just want
II

1; (~ to note that the Kensington Local Advisory Panel met to

16 Ijl discuss this, and they sent me in a report which says
I

17 that they believe a proposal would be detrimental to the

18 integrity of the Kensington Historic District, and they

19 support the staff recommendation to deny this Historic

20 Area Work Permit. And I will enter their memo into the
I

21 ~) record.

22 

li 
I'll be happy to answer any questions.

23 (~ CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Thank you for the report.

24 Are there any questions?

25 MR. HONDOWICZ: I'm just curious, with
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1 reference on circle-6 of the Staff report_ The last --

2 second-to-last paragraph, at the end it says, and I`m

3 quoting now.

4 Ij in essence, including this demolition request

5 would be viewed as sanctioning demolition by neglect, end

6 quote.

7 ! I'm wondering, is that -- you`re just using

8 f! practical term here, or is this -- you Know -- a formal

q term, demolition_ by neglect? What I'm getting towards

10 is, if we have something that is detrimental in terms of
I

11 someone letting -- so it might encourage us to approve

12 demolition, isn't there some action we can take separate

13 I from this to deal with that issue?

14 I MS. ZIEK: ices, there is. We have a process
I

15 whereby we utilize the County Services -- through the

16 Department of Permitting Services, we can have a -- the
i

17 demolition by neglect cited. The owner can be cited on a

18 daily basis until the situation is corrected.

19 MR: HONDOWICZ? Is that something --

20 MS. ZIEK: And that's --

21 MR= HONDOWICZ: Is that something that staff

22 does on its own, or does it have to come before the.

23 I Commission?

24 I!! MS. ZIEK: No, that doesn't have to come before
~I

25 the Commission at all. Actually, -- and there is a
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1  hotline, and anybody can call that hotline. And at that

2 I point, the Department of Permitting Services staff will

3 have to go and investigate; and they work with us closely

4 to -- you know -- they investigate all sorts of things.

5 And this is one of the things that they are called in to

6 investigate.

7 MR: HONDOWICZ: Okay, then the logical question

8 !! from that is, assuming we deny this permit, is something

9 1 then going to happen regarding the garage, in terms of

10 = siting them? would that be something logical? I'm not

11 asking for a formal commitment, I'm just trying to get an

12 idea.

13 MS: ZIEK: I think that -- that there is a

14 condition here that has been on-going that has not been

15 corrected. And I know that in the past, we try to work

16 I with people before we bring in the guns, and so at a
I

17 certain point we have to make that decision. And I'm

18 sure that we would look to the Commission for any

19 guidance on this.

20 MR. HONDOwICZ: Okay, that's fine, thank you.

21 MR. TRUMBLE: I have a question for your Last

22 session we discussed an infill issue in Kensington as

23 well, as you may recall.

24 I MS. ZIEK: Garrett Park.

25 MR. TRUMBLE: It was -- I'm sorry -- Garrett
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Park, that's right: What were the -- sizes of the two

houses, do you recall? That was a twenty percent,

twenty-one percent, do you remember:

MS. ZIEK: ides, the -- the thing -- yes, it

was. Garrett Park has its own overlay  Zone and its own,

very specific guidelines for construction and maintenance

within that district: And I think that that's totally .

consistent with our approach, which is that each district

has a unique character. And we try to work within the

framework of the existing historic district to maintain

what is wonderful and special about the specifics of the

district.

MR: TRUMBLE: Are there any -- is there any

comparable set of guidelines?

MS: ZIEK, The comparable set of guidelines fnr

Kensington is the planning study that was done, the

vision of Kensington= And it has provided us with

numbers for comparability. It has -- I think it provides

us very specific guidance, and we have used it,

MR. TRUMBLE: It was cited in the report, but I

may have skipped over the -- okay. The average coverage

is what? It's 15 percent, is that what it is?

MS: ZIEK: That is for the entire district,

And that includes -- you know -- primary resources,

secondary resources, and non-contributing: The -- that's
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why we tried to focus on the average property coverage

for primary resources; because again, we're dealing with

specifics: Within; there are general specifics for

Kensington.

But then within Kensington, there are areas of

development, of course, because not everything happened

at one: And so, we also try to look at the specifics of

the block. Because one's experience is limited, in a

sense: Yo11 know, when you're on a street, ynil may

remember another street, but the experience is where you

are right then and there, and that is -- also prnyiries »s

some guidance.

It's nina percent, just to reiterate, nor

property coverage for primary resources, is nine percent.

CHAIRMAN IRMAN K iiiSOj LAS: Any other uestinnc

(No response.)

CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Is the applicant here,

ready to come up?

(Pause.)

MR. HOOBLER: Ready as I'll ever be, I guess.

CHAIRMAN K~ UTSO.3LAS : We can pass that around,

MR. HOOBLER: My name is Carey Hoobler.

CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Would you like to respond

to the report? This is -- I have a feeling that you'll

probably be coming back to respond to a lot of testimony
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1 here: So if you just want to briefly respond to some of

2 the key issues?

3 i MR: HOOBLKR: Sure: If I can try.

4 j Let me just ask a question, if I might, at the
I~

6 !~ beginning: Are we discussing the -house at this point, or

6 j! are we discussing the issue of infili: i can address

7 I! either; and I'm prepared to=

8 I CHAIRMAN KOUSOuLAS: Well, you can't really

9 I separate the two; we're really talking about this horse
I

10  on this lot.
II

11 
I~ 

MR: _H_t 1f iB .RP : Well- let me then just quickly,

12  I`ll try to begin with the house that's proposed, and
it

1.3  then I'll try to deal with the issue of infili.

14 II The house that's proposed, I believe, is
II

15  similar in Scala and massing to some of the existing

16  houses types that are in the neighborhood.' Contrary to
it

17 !( the staff report, it is only abort three feet taller than

18 III 3920. 3920 is listed at 26 and 6 inches, and it's

13  actually 28 and 9 inches.

20 ~I i would estimate, however, I have not measured,

21 i but I believe that you would find it shorter than 1974,

22 11 which sits to the west.

II

23 I~ The house is narrower and has less up-front

24 II mass than either 3920 or 3924; certainly 3924. it's less
II

25 bulky, and although it is correctly listed as having a
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1 ii 1,716 square foot footprint_, d12 of those cz»are foot are

2  in porches. So 24 percent of the footprint is actually
II

3 !! in porches. And That's just_ the first floor porches.

4  With the porches considered, then, it has
it

5 i! basically the same or even a smaller footprint Than

b  what's listed for 3920, and way smaller than 3924.
_ II
~ i~ i believe that the house should be reversed, ..

8 and i believe you see that in the -- in the two pages

9 i you've got There That are loose, showing a sir_g plan_ it

10 i~ was just handed out. On that -- yes, that's it. it's

I
11 i got the two black   i i naS _ That's because T

' m 
a zarnx

I
12 I master person.

I I
13 i~ t think that the h41se should d fie reversed,

14 i~ placing the wrapping porch towards 3926, and the brick

i;i chimney elevation against The house that's a little more

to monolithic at 3924.

17 i T also think that we ought to use the existing

18 I apron, as shown on that modified site plan that's marked

19 reverse A; and extend the drive to the rear of The

20 property, and then side load the proposed garage; which,

21 after looking at tha staff report, T think should be

22 11 reduced to 20 by 20, and you'll see some of the logic of

23 i! that as i proceed,

24  As for the existing garage, my understanding is

25 that it's -- it was not necessarily built with the house
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1 ~! And it you rind That the condition or the contribution

2 warrant, we can certainly moving it. I'm not -- I'm not
I

3 ! sold on the idea it has to be demolished. It is in poor

4 I shape. And I would have to say it's been in poor shape

5 for a number or years, it's not an issue or missing its

o f last painting.

7 ii believe basically that the house that I'm

8 I offering has a massing and scale that's consistent for

9 i the kind of house type that was originally intended to go

10 j on the 50-foot-wide lots that Mr. warner subdivided in
II

11 

II 

1890 = I think the house that'C thprA is a decent -house,-,

12 ~j I'm certainly willing to massage it or alter it, if
_ I _
:~ there's some benefit to that It is similar to a RQuaSA

14 that several years ago this Board approved for another

15 site for, also, another typical Kensington lot trial's a

1b I~ narrow lot.
i

17 I think the house has sort of got good hones

18 about it and can be worked with.

19 As for the issue of infili construction, I

20 understand the concern about infill. I realize that
i

21 ! there are two sides to this, and i do appreciate the

22 
I 

other side, if you will. I'd like to try to present

23 (( another side, as well.

24 I Everyone obviously likes open spaces and a

25 garden setting, and I do not want to impair the integrity
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1  different than the historical context. Also its use

z 

II 

here, I think, establishes a context of evaluation that

:3 
 
may not really be spelled out in the Master plan, and

4  although I'm sure iC s a help, it is not part of the

II

5 ~ I 
Master Flan, and it is also an item that is not old. C,n

i
b 

li 

it doesn't really have a historic context, if you will.

i
7 i 1 believe it takes a snapshot of 194-0 or 1-9510.

8 1 think- it colorizes the history a little bit from a 1990

II
9 

II 
perspective; and not an 1890 perCpective,

10 ii However, if you'll loot- at the other sheet that

I I
11 ii you've got lip there, if we use that vision of RpmR i n t-nn

12  that lot coverage, quote, pattern, unquote, table, if you

I I
13  looks on the far right or that; you'll see That The

14 II proposed 'house on lot 25 can meet or exceed what's on

15 
that table. in fact, it's only on The -- it's in all

16 ii categories except for one, it only gets two out of three

II
17 ~! instead of three not of three.

18 
I~ 

And also, if we did build a house on lot 25,

19 
II 

then the house at 3920, with its remaining lot which it

20 jj also straddles a little bit, its adjacent lot, would have

II
21 i~ a coverage of only about 12 percent, which is still

22 within sort of the norms of things.

23 In conclusion; I think- it's  historically

24 II

! 

consistent that there be infili here on a duly recorded

25 ~{ lot from the 1890 Brander Warner subdivision. I don't
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1 II of the Master Plan. But i think that there are some --

2 i~ there's a sort of a line of thinking that 'hold the -- the

S ~( lots as sort of primary over the actual- primary resources

4 ~i themselves.

5 4 And i think as one looks, the history of this

b 

1i 

subdivision was in 1890. Brander warner created his

! 
1~ 

Victorian Garden suburb with 50-foot-wide lots called a

8 iI Kensington Park. These were 55-foot-wide town 'lots; it
II

9 !( was a town for 1890-type Victorian iivina. Tt was not a

10  sort of a °5V s sprawling suburb intend for houses that

11 ii rambled and rancher,

12 jj These were each, themselves, garden lots.

13 (' People were coming out of a district, -Fhe lots were much

14 jj smaller, the city was much more congested. He was
it

i5 II advertising a 50 by whatever depth these p-- --articular lots

lb jj were, garden, Victorian lot. Even the staff report
I

17 !! refers to these lots as ample sized lots, and also

18 i~ describes them as designed in the Victorian manner; on

19 
 
page one of your staff report.

20 III The adjacent lots were purchased by people for
II

21 
II 

open space, or for a nest eg_. And the historic pattern

22 jj development here has been one, with the exception of the
f
I 
i _ _

23  first few houses, has been one of infill. Hence, you

24 II have Victorians from the earliest times, and then you

25 have colonial Revival houses going from the turn of the
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1 ~1 century into the ` :30 ' s , as we i i ,

2 

II 

So it has been infill. This was not a tracked

i
3 ~! house subdivision These were custom houses built for

4 I~ people on these lots.
ii

5  The bulk of The staff re=nrt refers to division

o 
I~ 

of Kensington. From my perspective, it seems to be sort

! 
{i 

of a statistical euthanizer for development, but I

8 ji understand where it's coming from.

9  1 would say that some of the iiiustrations that

LU  -- in it that are used in the staff report do not

II
11 i~ accurately rienict what the fnntnrints of some of the

12  houses are, or their locations on the lots. It also

II
1-3 I'I tends to s hnw t ha recorded lot i i nes in a subservient

!I

14 ii fashion to the ownership lines, using dotted for the
II

15 
~I 

recorded lines and solid for the ownership lines, And

16  that seems to blur the distinction, I think, between

II
17 ~( recorded lots and ownership lines_

18 ij I'm getting done --

19 ~! The vision of Kensington does not compare the

20 it actual lot to lots; it's not an apples to apples kind of

II
21 

~I 
thing. It's showing single lots that are the

22  contributing lots, versus the primary houses sitting on

II
23 II multiple lots. That makes it sort of hard to compare

24 ~I with that.
I~

25 also its idea of garden setting, i think, is
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believe that it was ever sanctioned-_ suggested or even

contemplated by the County Council that the creation of

the historic district would deny someone the use of their

lot, either as open space or as a nest egg, or for use

for a new house. .

Thanks.

CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS : Thank you. I think at

this point, before we get into too many questions, we

should Rear from -- we have a ior_ of sneairerR. i think

I'm going to take people -- three people at a time, just

To keep it moving briskly 

Jeannie Ahern-,

MS_ AHERN: I deferred:

CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Okay. John Lossing?

Julie O'Malley? And !Kai tar Schmitt?

Okay. would you like to speak first? And say

your name into The mike, so we can get it on the tape,

MR. LOSSING: I thank the Commission for the

opportunity to speak and give testimony on this case. By

way of.introduction, I'm Ur. John Lossing. I own the

!louse next to the subliect property lot-, 25: By. way of

further introduction, I function as the secretary of the

Kensington LIC from 1988 to 1990, and while on that

assignment, I was also the tree person for the Kensington

LIC. It was my assignment to go out and review LIC
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applications with regard to applications on'treAs,

The thing that has drawn my attention to the

application was the -following statement, quote:

The lot is generally void of trees or any

landscaping; i invite the attQnt,_on of the Commiggion r_n

examine the lot and discover the -- in the place that the

proposed garage would be built, there are actually five

walnut trees, they're black walnuts. The two large ones

are seven and nine inches in diameter, and then there are

three others that are about four or five inches in

diameter;

The second thing, which is the main thrust of

my testimony tonight, has to do with_ a specimen reQ'_nud

tree, and i show a picture of it. You already saw that

on a slide, That's the view looking to the south, and

this is a view looking to the east.

It's a beautiful, beautiful tree_ it's a very,

very old tree. And I discovered that it is the largest

redbud tree in the Kensington Historic District, and I

have given you -- circulating a report that chronicles

all the trees in the district:

i have it a score eight, and a score of eight

out of eight. In my 'little report, I explain how to

score redbuds. I had to make up a redbud score. And

it's much larger than any other redbud in the Town of
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Kensington--

Furthermore,eesingtonFurthermore, it's larger than any redbud tree

anyplace in Kock Creek Park from Kensington south all- the

way to the Kennedy Center, which is my daily commute, and

I chelked that out. And my report chronicles every

redbud tree in Rock Creek Park mile by mile, and you

don't have addresses; but you have the mileage marks.

Furthermore, it's larger than any redbud tree

in the Garrett Park area_ And finailyj it's iaraPr than

any redbud tree all the way south to the -- the Chevy

Chase Circle_

The only comparable redbud tree that exists

that I was able to -find by driving around a lot are two

redbud trees on the grounds of the Chevy Chase Country

Club, which I give a six on a scale of eight, And the

redbud tree subject that would have to be impacted by

this development is about four times bigger than any

other redbud tree in the Town of Kensington.

Lest you think that there's just redbud trees

all over the place, I discovered that this is not the

case. And this is the ideal season; just this wPek, to

check these out, because they're real obvious.

In the Town of Kensington, there are only seven

redbud trees. Throughout Rock Creek Park, there are only

fifteen redbud trees, and there are -four redbud trees in
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Garrett Nark Historic District, and then there are only

four redbud trees between Kensington and Chevy Chase

Circle.

There are not as many redbuds as you might

think, and there -- this is not to be confu$ed with come

of these other pink trees that are blooming at this time

of year that are another -- another species of tree_

The redbud in question, by way of description,

is 

-- it appears to me to be straddling a lot to a

certain extent between 3922 Baltimore house and lot 25.

I invite the Commission to check the curvev, i believe

it may be an oversight by the developer that it is not on

the lot, and he may think- that because my fence is two

feet off the property line. But if you measure off the

truep__p_ ro erty line, it seems that it's abort half and

half .

It arises from a single  trunk that's  level with

the ground that's 36 inches across, which is a big trunk.

And then it actually has eight sub-trunks, which is like

a little thicket of trees you'li see in the picture. And

these eight sub-trunks have branches, or trunks, whatever

you want to call them, 20 inches, 13 inches, 12 inches,

10 inches, 9 inches, 8 inches, 7 inches, and 3 inches,

And then it branches further into finally 13 branches at

the 48-inch mark.
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1 
I~ 

The -- i invite the Commission fn de i i'r eraf

2  whether or not the proposed development would injure the
II

3 tree. Surely if a driveway went back there, and

4 (I especially a garage back there, something would have to
_ II
5 

I~ 
be amputated; perhaps half the trunk _ i don, r know what-

6 hato jj it would do to the roots. The dripline of the tree, as

7 II you will see in the photograph, extends literally halfway

8 ji across the back yard.
II

q II i' m not a redbud expert, but surely a forestgr,

10 1~ horticulturist, would be able to tell what might happen
II

ii II to this, it happens that the strongest, healthiest parr
II

12 jj of the tree is this part that overhangs the middle of the
II

13 I! lot; and the dri pline under that t my understanding is,

14  would be the source of its nutrients.
II

17 
ii 

And i think that- will- cnm ---IPIA my testimony,

16 
~I 

with the possible exception of a reference to the

17 ! historic vista and the -- the horticultural vista.

18 f̀ This tree, as you see, is visible from all over

19 !~ the place; including the back street. And to block it

20 II with a house,. you wouldn't be able to see that tree. To
I

21 ! the extent that this is the largest specimen redbud tree

22 I in the Town of Kensington, i would invite and urge the
I

23  Commission to save this historic vistas definitely to

24  save the survival of this tree, and to ascertain also the

25 safety and survivability of the five black walnut trees
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that would be impacteri byr_he development_ nfr_he Garage.

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN K T-TS T-LAS; Could you pass the

photocopies over:

MR= LOSSING r Should I step down?

CHAIRMAN KOUSGULAS : No, have a seat. There

may be some questions:

MS. G'MALLEY: I'm Julie O t Malley, and I'm

speaking tonight for the Kensington Historical Society

Preservation Committee. And I've written a letter in

support of the staff rpnnrt_ 1 think Tf1PTR`c r1PPn an

excellent job here of background study of the Town of

Kensington;

Our committee concurs that the height lot

coverage of the new structure would substantially

overshadow the primary resource to the east, and would

drastically disrupt the pattern of the streetscape while

destroying the specific environmental settings of the

adjoining primary resources,

The Kensington Historic District was designated

with specific mention of the scale of the homes;

setbacks, and construction materials, as well as the

inherent design in the pattern of development, The small

size of our districts makes each individual project

become crucial in maintaining the district: We
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1 ~i appreciate your efforts to continue to review these

2  applications with the utmost care.
II

3 !! CHAIRMAN Krr3SOULAS : Thank you.

4 jl Mk. SCHMITT: My name is waiter Schmitt. I
it

5  live at 3913 Baltimore Street, I have never hari to

o tl follow with as fine a dissertation as you've made on
I

7  redwood trees.

I would like to speak basically on basic

freedoms.  ii f you own a piece  of property j you shouldd

10  have the right to determine the use of your property.
i

11 if This is a basic freedom that we all Learned when we went

3.2  to grade school, my gosh.

13 (! if it's a legal lot in Montgomery County, it

14  should be permitted for that owner to utilize that lot as.
~I

15 !~ they see fit. Not necessarily to put up something

16 iti garish, or out of -- you Know -- out of context within

17 the community,

18 j I've seen the plans for the proposed 'house. I

19 would have no ob;ection to the proposed house:

20 ~ = I would question one -- one part of the staff
I

21 
II 

report, dealing with the -- with the garage. We have

22 Ij situations on Baltimore Street where people have rehab'd

23 their houses, and don't finish it. And I would ask this

24 j board, this council, if you would make a distinction
I~

25 between the presence of this garage and rehab situations
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1 ii that are not completed; where we, as neighbors, have to

2 
I~ 

stare continuously at portions of the house that

3 I supposedly was to have been completed in the rehab

4 situation.

5 !! '1 would wonder if you would say, well-, this --

b lil(I this part works, but this part, no, we're not going to
II

look at it. 3 think. Defore you make a decision on the

8 j garage, that you look at that issue as well.
I

9 
I~ 

My main point is just, if you own property, you

10 ~i should enjoy the freedom of owning that property. Thank
I

11  you_

CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Okay, thank you. are
II

13 II there any questions of these speakers?

14 jj (No response.)
it

13  CHAIRMAN KIIUS IIILAS Okay, Thank vnii fnr vmir

16 ii testimony.

I
I

17  MS: EIG: I just have a simple question, The

18 it -- we were given a Xerox that shows the proposed design
II

19 

I~ 

flipped. And is this -- the applicant is -- can the

20 I{II applicant apply for a flipped design? I mean, this is --
II

?i i CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: I think that's the --

22 

II 
MS. EIG: -- I mean, this is a technicality --

23 
II 

MS= WRIGHT- The applicant is proposing to

24II; alter his Historic Area Work Permit here at the meeting.
I
I
I

25 this eveninn. You all need to decide if you will accept
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an altered Historic Area work Permit that you are

reviewing just this evening. we've had this case come up

on other issues, and I know it is always difficult when

you receive something the night of the meeting.

It`s really your choice as to whether to accept

this revision or say that it needs to really -- that you

need time to review that particular aspect of it. But

what I understand is that the applicant is proposing a

revision to his appl i cation ,

MS. BIG: And that also affects that the driver

would be on their -- reverse side of their lot_, and

therefore the redbud -- the redbud would have been

required to be cut down?

MS. WRIGHT: Since this information was just

presented this evening, it was not sent out to the owner,

adjacent owner -- adjacent and confronting owners, or the

LAP. And so, they did not have a chance to comment on

that, because it was not what they receive to review.

MS: EIG: All right, because there was no

mention of an application to cut down the tree in the

original HAWP that we were -- had received, though it is

36 inches in diameter and, as such, does require.

But this -- I guess we reed just some clarity

from the applicant as to what he is, in fact, applying

for.
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CHAIRMAN KOUSnULAS! Mr, Schmitt juct s you

know, you asked sort of an open-ended question there.

And I didn't mean not to answer it, or have anyQ1e on the

Commission not answer it now. it'ii probably come up

several times as we get into the discussion of this— But

just so we can proceed we the rest of the testimony,

since it'11 probably recur--

Three ecur_Three more speakers: Helen Wilkes; John

Q ° Hei i i i and ;jack- -McCrory?

(Pause.)

MR- WTT.KM:1 : T am FT_e l en N{i kpq , T am a

resident, an adjacent property owner, to the subject

property: I am also a registered architect and T'm

president of the Kensington Land Trust, which exists for

the purpose of educati nry people in the hi ctnric 6i qtr i ct

of Kensington as to the importance of open space to the

town setting,

We were urged to start this organization by the

Maryland Historical Trust, representatives_ of Maryland

Historic Trust, Maryland Environmental Trust, and the --

as a way to help fight the problem of infill in

Kensington, and the loss of green space. And we also

provide the interested property owner with mechanisms and

ways to preserve their open space, in a pro-active way.

However, tonight I'm speaking as a resident,
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1 11 and an ad;acent property owner, There have been many

2  excellent points made, and i, too, support the denial of
II

3 
i~ 

this historic Area Mork permit.

4 ji i want to make a couple of additional points.
II

5 i~ One is that there is no typical 1nr_ in Kensingtnn

d it because, as you've all observed, the layout of Kensington
it

7  With the curled, linear lots, and many of the lots are

8 jj 50-foot lots in fact.
II

Y ii But 1 would Sort of categorize Them as three

10  types of lots. There are the lots that have -- many

li  would agree are buildable intS, although many of tic see

12 jj the green spaces a paramount aspect of the historic
Ii

13 ii district_ There are those lots which, if they are

14 i~ infilled, don't necessarily change the rhythm of the
II

i5 II eXiStinq a C..treetsscape. They don't impinge on the

to jj environmental setting in a way that some others might.

17 
iI 

And an example of that might be the pie-shaped

18 I lots which fan out so that there is -- they are

19 relatively more spacious_ And so, they are in fact more

20 ( in keeping with the environmental setting that most of

21 
~I 

the houses in iiencington and the historic district en-joy.,

22 Then there's another type of lot which is more
II

23 !~ controversial, which T would characterize as those 50-

24 ji foot lots which are rectangular, regular rectangular

25 lots, that occur in areas of the nigtnric district where
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1t_Rere i s a pattern of many of th
11 

e houses being one house

2 II per 50-foot 'lot. and those houses share a certain
i

-3 conformity in terms of setback and massing. and they

4 it tend to be smaller than the houses'which have resided

5 ij! since they were built on two or three r%fR,

and that is the third type of lot, or property,
II

7 about which I'd like to speak. and it seems to me that-

8 hat8 I tonight we are discussing an application which is in this
II

v II 
third category.

to  The type of property which, it is clear, a line
II

ii II has been cTfliCCad. It is riaar that_ a change to the

1L ~~ environmental setting of the existing historic resource
II

13 i~ would be extremely detrimental to the historic district;

14  where the setting has been changed in such a drastic way
II

15  that the erosion of the historic district has occurred in

16 ~) a mammoth step. and the damage would truly by
I

17  irreversible,

18 ( and so, I urge you all to consider this

19 application in light of that,

20  and the other point I would like to make is
II

21  that the maps that have been used, the National Park and

22 II Planning maps, I have noticed because i have been
II

23 !! studying them -- the importance of the garage, or auto

24 ~( house, as a secondary building for the primary resources
I

25 !! on houses, in my observation, have -- that were built it
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1 i the early days on two or Thrace 7ots j or four, they all

2 had auto garages, it seems. It°s very typical.
I

3  And many of those auto garages don't show up on

4 jj the map that you have used, and I'd be happy to provide

5 i -- you know -- some of those on a corrected map, if that

d SI were ever of use to you. But I suspect that the
I

7 i~ topographic maps that have been used and overlaid on the

8 jl tax maps, or however the Park and Planning put them
it

9 'I together, many of thou auto ho>>ses were hidden because

10 ~j of -- they were aerial views. The trees simply hid the
II

11 II douses, and th4Se :houses than did not appear wean they

12  were -- the maps were drawn.
II

13  nut, in fact; in the surrounding area, there

14 fl are many examples of that. And so, that relationship is
II

15 II `"'Pry historic, 
and is very relevant to the historic

to jj district.
II

17 !~ These are the only two points that 1 thin

18 1411 needed to be made.
II

19 ~1 CHAIRMAN. KOUSOULAS: Thank you.

20 lj MR. G'NEILL: My name is John O Neill. I
II

21  reside at 3915 Prospect Street, and my back yard abuts

22 ij the back yard of the property in question. Mrs. Wilkes
II

23 ~i is my neighbor:

24 II And to give you an idea of the spaciousness of
_ II

25 !! some of the houses including ours, there are five lots In
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t  which the Wilkes and the -- (IOL7Ces Slt, which are part of

2 ~I the garden setting, and we at least try to keep it, with

3 
1~ 

the number of kids we have running around, a -fairly

4  attractive garden setting.

j " This is the second time around for an

o ~j application for an infiii house on this particular lot,
I

and since I`ve been living in the -Kensington Historical

8 
II 

District, it's the third time around for an infiii house
I

9 i~ in our particular Kensington  Farm neighborhood.

10 II when i purchased our house in 1986, on two and
II

l i ii a half lot-S,   i noted t riat that m i hr_ be a go»rce of

12 i~ potential income in the future, not then being aware of
Ii

13 ~I all of the ins and outs of the historic preservation

14 j~ district. And my real estate agent was honest enough to
II

15 II say, don't count on it, because it was -- and explained

lb  to me what a historic preservation district was.
II

17 
I~ 

By. 1989, it became pretty clear,  a g there were

i8 ii a number of hearings which many of the neighbors

1-9 ! participated in with respect to an infill lot on Prospect

20 
I~ 

Street where that application was repeatedly, and a year

21  or so ago was denier, on this lot as well.

22 II Consequently, when the present property.owner
II

23 ! bought that property; it was fairly clear, as my real-

24

eal

24 II estate agent had told me, is that you were not going to

75 develop infill lots in the Kensington Historic DZstrirt.

9
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1 II And that address the point that Mr. Smith made, is that
iI

2  when you go in to purchase a piece of property

understanding what the rules are: you're not hR3ng denied

4 i~ any freedom. it's the same thing, we have many

j I' reSr_rictions on how we develop property, in this country,

o (j from wetlands rules to zoning to, in this case, the
it

7 
~i 

historic preservation district.

8 i there are community values which are protected,

9 i and. which as a Community. understand. And most of the

ld ~I people in this neighborhood understood those values, or
II

if " at least were in noTire of Them; when they bought their

II
1L II houses.

1-3 i~ The turnover -- i was one of The f i rsifi in 1986

14 ~i to buy a house which was rapidly in a turnover sort of --
II

1ti II as some people who were older bought smaller houses and

16 j~ younger people moved in with children.

11
_ II

$o i Think it's Lair to Lay that anybody who

13 jj bought this property, and certainly the present property
II

19 '! owner; who indeed had a seven-year covenant not to

20 (~ develop that lot as part of the title when she purchased
II

71, ii the house, understood that  it was unlikely that Mar_ lot

GL  could be developed under the -- under the restrictions,
I

73 indeed the law; under historic preservation district:

24 I think that with respect to -- and Helen says
II

75 ?ouch more eloquently and expertly Than i could ever -- as
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to what impact it, would have, we ,zupnnrt the STaff'sr--

2 recommendation; it makes all the sense in the world. And
II

S 

II 

particularly, if Votl were to look at that VlRta neXt to

4 j Dr. Lossing's house, which is a very large historic
I

resource, and the impact it would d have on it would rd' be

o Ij extraordinarily negative, not only for that resource but
_ I
~ 

1' 

for the rest of The neighborhood.

8 II shank you very much.
_ _ _

~! II f•'A FCM I~f _iC_O :"f ITI.H. Thank V 17,i~~ J~- S : yo u-

10  MR. MCCRORY: Hood evening. I'm jack McCrory,
II

ii ii i iiya directiy, acrnsc the CTrPet from lot Zj, i would

12 ~i look directly up that driveway into the old garage.
it

ii II iIl my personal opinion; and that of my wife as

14 ~j well, the garage does not represent a particularly
II

15 i valuable historical resource. We would d prefer to look

16 i across there and see an attractive house. I agree with
I

!/ i comments made tonight to the Affect that lot 2_1 is a

18 i~ buildable lot. It's subdivided into a plat of record, a
I

19  lot of record: And, as I see it, the fetus that this

LU it Commission should be taking is to use your aesthetic
I I

ii ii judgment to approve or disapprove the house based on

22  compatibility with other primary resources in the
II

LS  neighborhood.

24 jj I think it's an error, in my opinion, to make
it

?5 !~ it --- to make it -- to focus on whether lot 25 is a
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1 ~I buildable 10f_ Tn reference tonight to rules concerning

2 II infill --,and one other comment that 1 would -- that 1

II

3 

I~ 

would like to make is that from what 1 See it-'s  not

4 j~ rules, but what amounts to a written policy.
iI

5 i~ 1 would vary much prefer to see a

6 jj straightforward approach, or either there was a new
II

? 

~I 

infi11 policy in writing- clearly spelled out or the

8 (i other alternative that it was recognized that lots of
II

9 ii record are, in fact, buildable lots: anri that the

10 

1~ 

aesthetic judgment to be made is whether the house

proposed is compatible with the primary resource.

12 
li 

1 would have no objection to the house that's

13 ~I being proposed. 1 think it would be a positive addition

14 j` to the neighborhood. Thank you.
_ II

15 II rFATrfMAN KOTISOUT-tj: Thank you =

16 i~ (Pause.)

II

17 ~! MS i L i r: Could you just clarify  for us the

18 
I 

comment -- I'm sorry, to the second speaker -- regarding

19 ! the covenant that you referenced? Some covenant

20 1j postponing building, or not building:
II

21  MR. i i' N3 i LL : There -- as i Understand if from

22 ~I Mrs. Brown, who is the former owner, and she told me and
II

23  1 didn't review the title, so i can't say it for a fact,

24 i~ but it is certainly commonly held. And the last time we
jI

25 I( had a meeting in this room with respect to an infill,
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II 
someone actual ly got up who -- who representeri Mr , Brown

G  and descrilJ@Cl the seven-year covenant not t0 build a
II

3 house, which was in the. -- In the transfer of the deed at

4 jl the time.

5 ii That seven years may or -- may be up now Ter

b all I know. But I make the point to make it clear that
II

7 there's no issue of someone not being on notice that it-

8 t8 jj was unlikely that this lot would ever be developed,

9 

" 

because at That time, they had -- we had already- after

1u many hearings, gone through a denial of an infill house
I I

11 ii right »p the street, And certainly this lot was no more

12 buildable than that lot, because it would have detracted
Ii

13 
i~ 

significantly from the rhythm of the streetscage and the

14 massing of the properties.
II

1
5 
IISo I make the point not to say whether or not

lb that covenant is enforceable any longer; it may or may

17 II not be, I don't know. But it makes the point that this

i8 is not somebody who's taken by surprise at the
II

i9 ~! developments that this Commission has consistently, since

20 III V ve lived in that neighborhood, saw that a large house
II

21 'I on a small iofiti lot next_ to large, primary resources

22 is inconsistent with the purpose behind the Kensington
I

23 historic Preservation District--

24 istrict_24 II And I think that, therefore, no one should be
it

25 iI shocked that somehow the property value is being
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1  diminished_ In fact, it's the other way around.. Tf you

2 j buy into this particular area understanding that is what

S f the -- tRe value of the land i c j baoanca Orthe values

4 I that are being preserved by being a lot in the Kensington
i

5 I~ Historic Preservation District, you therefore have

6 j certain rights to expect that that is going to be
I

7 maintained: Because that's what the statute says; and

8 II that's what the regulations say.
II

y II And so, if Mrs. Wilkes ices and others who are

LU !~ architects and experts in this area, as the staff, go
II

11 

i~ 

through this process And say this is inconsistent, then

12 II you should feel pretty comfortable that you're not going
II

3 
II 

to see that built_ if it is built, t_n_an vnur rights are

14 jj being taken away.

15  That was the point '! was trvinc to maize,

16 ~I CHAIRMAN KuUSGULAs: Well, yeah. I think in
II

17 Il practice in the past, this Commission hasn't really gone

i8 
li 

into whether a lot is buildable or not. We have treated
I

19 (~ every open lot in Kensington as potentially buildable,

20 I) But also Keeping in mind that the character of the
II

21 I~ neighborhood is such, and the character of the open spare

22 j~ is such,.that those conditions may place so many controls

23 ~( and restrictions on any potential development as to make

24 
II 

it infeasible.

i5 ~! But we have not ever treated a specific lot as
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unbui ldabie

ii MR. W NEILL: 1 think that's right. I think at
II

3 II one point staff was asked the question -- maybe it was

4 jj the last time around on this particular lot -- as whether
_ II

II 
tflerP was env hnuce that wnii i ri be acGepta- i And T

6  think the answer was there might well be a carriage house
I I

!  on the back part of the lot which didn't take ,gyp a 1nt of

8 II the space, would not adversely affect the rhythm of the

9 ~i mtreetscape - or adversely affect the garden metting

10  environment in which the primary resources are located.
II

11 ii Alit That; of rmirge, i c nnr_ befnrin vn», Ynil

12 i~ are not, as I understand it, there to advise somebody as
II

13 ii to what can be built--; yn„' ra -- as i „nriargtand it --

14  will look at case-by-case, application by application,
II

15 i! and determine wnatnar nr nnr_ if meets the criteria in_

16 ~i which you are empaneied to make decisions.
II

17  1 think consistently that vn„ -- after a while

18 ij you understand from the precedents what is or is not
I

19 going to be acceptable. That's what precedents are all

I~
20 II about, and I think by now people ought to have a pretty

II
is 

II 
good idea that you're not going to put a large house on

22 i= one of these small iots.between two large primary
II

23 II resources in the Kensington Historic District.

24 it CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Yeah, well that -- that
II

25 typically hasn't happened vet_ But we need to move
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1 1 along; and --

2 MS. ZIEk: Excuse me, Commissioner. The owner

3  of 39201 Mrs. Aherr_, who's the owner of the primary

4 ~j resource which sits in the middle of these lots, has
II

j i) asked me to provide yon with a letter that hasicatiy Just

b  clarifies that whole history of the purchase of the 'lot

7 with a covenant on it: And I Will provide that to you,.

iS i but just to read it into the record, one, it is more than
II

9 ii the seven years- so the covenant is done

lU  But there was a covenant placed on that lot
II

11 II that oricryinaiiy the owner had ctipiilai-Pd ag five years_;
I I

12 jj and Mrs. Ahern, in her contract to Miss Brown who owned
IjI I

13 
1~ 

the property, offered to increase that two years; si3 That

14  the covenant that actually was signed was seven years.
I I

15  And that was none; and that time period is over: There

lb  is some additional history in terms of Mrs. Ahern

17 I~ 3ppLoaclti ng Miss Brown to then reduce the time of the

18 ii covenant. And that was done, as well, but i think in a

19  sense; the time period is over.

210 ~j But i will give this -- . this is a -- to the
I

71 I~ record •

22 ~I MS. WRIGHT: We can make copies of it and.pass
II

23  it out to the Commission members,

24 I One other thing I just wanted to say in

25 response to one question, or point that was raised, Was
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about -- you know -- the Commission sort of having

unstated policies. 1 want to reinforce that, at least

from a staff perspective, a lot of our recommendations,

in fact all of our recommendations, are grounded in

existing plans and documents. And many,- many Limes in

this staff report, a document which is referenced is the

1992 long-range vision plan for Kensington, which this

Commission had -- had done. And that plan is really the

basis for discussion about where in Kensington may be

appropriate, or may be less appropriate, scale.

'it's not sort of Just an arbitrary case-by -rasa

discussion. There is a planning document that is

available to any member of the public to loom at-, and

that many people in Kensington, I Know, have copies of.

And that is what this Commission has used- T it ' s not been

a sort of unstated policy; it is based on a planning

document.

MS. SODERBERG: Wouldn't it be simpler, as the

gentleman on my left indicated, to make that into an

ordinance? is that possible, to ,just set -- make it into

a law, or a County ordinance that --

MS. WRIGHT: That's something the Commission

could look at: In general, everything including our

designation has been done as a plan, rather than as an

ordinance_ Historic designation in this County is done
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1 11 by a planning change rather than a zoning change And
2 jl so, almost everything we do is done in the form of a

3 ! plan: The only ordinance we have is our -- sort of

4 I enabling legislation.
I

5 

~I 

But that's certainly something that could be

e II discussed at a future meeting.

1 MS. SODERBERG: Yes, it seems like it would

S make things a lot simpler, and then someone who wanted to

Q build i of i i 1 would have to apply for rezoning _ And it

1U i~ would be something that, perhaps since there does seem to
I

11 i! be support in Kensingtnn fnr this pi.an; that ir_ co iri be

12 jj done on a referendum basis.

13 
II 

MP: TUMBLE: Is the 1992 plan, vision of

14 
I~ 

Kensington, a part of the Master Plan for Kensington?

i I! MS: W.—KT ~H! : Hn, it is a subsequent -- the

16 II Master Plan designating the Kensington district was done
II

17 ! in 1986_ Six years later, this Commission created and

18 ~ paid for and developed, with a consultant firm,

19 Traceries, this additional long-range vision plan:

20 I Similar to on Hawkins Lane, the district was designated

21 
~I 

and then_ development guidelines were created subsequent

22 j to the actual designation.

23 j Mk= TkuMBLE: well, the guidelines for Hawkins

24 Lane actually are included in the master Plan. They were
I

25 specifically --

9

4
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MS_ WRIGHT* ware they noted in The Master

Plan?

MR: 'i•i'UMBLE: ves t exactly. Because T wanted

to ensure that -- that those guidelines would be

included

Which -- I'm gathering, then, that the vision

Kensington doesn't carry any force of law. it may be .

guidance, but it doesn't carry any particular force with

it?

MS. WRIGHT: That's correct. It is a plan; it

is not, a law, it is not an ordinance, that's correct_

MS. SODERBERG:. Why couldn't it be put as an

amendment to the Kensington jviasLer Plan

M5. WRIGHT: it certainly could.

MS. SODS BERG: Developers put amendments nn

master plans all the time; why couldn't we:

MS- WRIGHT: Al! of thatis posci n i a, and

probably should be something that the Commission

discusses with the Kensington LAP as a project. Because

it would require re-amending the Master Plan. for

preservation to include the long-range vision plan, and

that's certainly a possible thing to do.

MR: TRUMBLE: Is there.anything that was

proposed by the developer which is contrary to the Master

Plan that governs Kensington?
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MS= WRIGHT, Yes: The Master Plan -- at 1 east

2 ll from a staff perspective, the master Plan that. governs
it

3 
I 

Kensingtonj the Master Plan that created the district

4 I made reference to one of the defining features of that
f

R  districtj is its garden setting,, its open space, its-

6 ts6 II scale of buildings.

1t
I

7 What the 1992 vision -- long-range vision plan

8 does is takes what was a short, fairly simple nomination
I

9 
II 

document -- or, ! should say designation document_, and

10 

II 

tries to fill that in; sort of create the detail that

ii Ili That originai 1-9-86-  designation document r'ririn I t. tic they

12  1992 plan is an extrapolation -of the 1986 designation.
II

1 .3 II And 1 think what Robin has done in her staff

14 I! report is -- has cited specific sections from the 1986
- I
15 II designation document that also so are of Concern with this

16 II particular application.

17 
I~ 

MR= SPURLOCK Could i -- excuse me -- clarify

18 III one other point about the covenant that came up before?
I

19 I'm a little confused. Who's the -- dial the current

20 II owner of the property purchase the property with that
If

21 II covenant, or was that subsequently sold to Someone else?

22 fl MS. ZIEK: No, the current owner of the
__ II
23 

fl 

property purchased the three lots, with the house on the

24 II 
center lot, with the covenant and negotiated essentially

II
25 with the seller of the property that the covenant_ would
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be for Seven years y a no-build covenant, Subsequently,,

L ; there was some more negotiation with the current owner

i  and the previous owner to reduce The time period. And

4 i= agreement was reached for that reduction of the no-build

ti I covenant.

o ii My sense is that there was an agreement on the

! if no-build option: There was also an agreement on reducing

I~
8 

i! 
the time period for the no-build option. But, in fact,

9 the entire seven years is ever y and it s_ a moot nnint,
-

lo  But, of course, there are the details. I mean, it --

there has been a let of his tnry there,

12 i~ Mx. SPURLOCK: But the current owner is

17; 

i 

attempting to Subdivide, or to sell off the property,

14 i MS. G'1KK: The current owner is Mrs. Ahern, and

iZ 
i 

She is attain tincr tn sail one or her lets.

16 i MK. Mc(;RORY : Subdivide would be a misnomer

17 
Ii 

There_ It's already subdivided_

i8 I( MR. SPURLGCK : I ' m sorry.

1.9 ! MK. TRUMBL'': Could we go back Just Yery

20 briefly to the question of the '86 Master Plan, which I

%1 

i 

see cited here several times, But what specific aspects

22 of the current plan are in opposition to that --

73 " Could you perhaps Just underscore those?

24 i MS. 2IKK: Sure. I would say that the --

L:i 
i 

circle-i: Once designated on the Master Plan for
i
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1 ii historic preservation -- I'm quoting -- any substantial

2 ii changes to the exterior of a resource or its
II

3 !! environmental setting must be reviewed -by The Historic

4 II! Preservation Commission and a Historic Area Work Permit

7 i! issued --

6 ss1ed,o  And the ordinance also empowers the County, the
II

7 (~ PP,P; and the historic Preservation Commission -- I'm

8  sorry, there was a typo there -- to prevent the
II

9  demolition of historic buildings through nag i act ,

10 I~ In the sense that it's -- there are the two
iI

11 II rhinos mentioned.- tieing thin -- that the Commission has --

12 ~! is charged with the protection of the resources and the

13 ~! environmental setting- and that is mart of tha nrriinance,

14 jj And also charged with preventing demolition by neglect of
II

15 !' historic structures,

to jj MR. TRUMFLE: Okay, so that -- well, the one

17 ~! clearly is a Process issue, which given that the plan has

18 I! come before the historic area -- has come before us, we

19 are reviewing it --

20

t,

20 I And the other regarding demolition by neglect
I

21 
II 

-- has a demolition by neglect citation been issued

22 jl regarding the garage?

23 MS. ZIER: No, it has not.

24 I MR. TRUMBLR: Is there a reason why it hasn't?

25 ,~ MS, ZIL`K: As i said, in the -- earlier, the
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1 II only reason world be Thar_ it hasn't (lean sailed in,

L II Somebody could do it. Anybody in the public could do it,
II

S  anybQdy on the staff could do it, any of the

4 I~ Commissioners could.
I 

'► II MS; WK_IGH . Yeah, generally staff noes not an-

0 jj and drive the highways and byways of our historic
II

districts looking for demolition by neglect (cases, We

u II generally react to phone calls received by our office

y ii about properties that citizens are concerned about, and

iu  then we go out and make an inspection. But we've never
it

ii II rac-aived a call on this -- on this aaraae,

12  MR. TRUMBL-L'': So would I be correct, then, in

II
7i i~ saying that t$e two part of tha MACTeT Plan that are

14  active here, in terms of this particular request, are the
II

issue of bringing it- before the i-iPC - and the i sS a of

lb ~i demolition by neglect?
II

17 
II 

MS: ZIE E The issue of the reduction of the

15 ji environmental setting in the district.
I

19 i MR: TRUMPLE: Where is that?

20 jj MS. WRIGHT: Could i just do one point of
_ it
~i II clarification? You said the portions of the M;%Si-ar plan,

22  We're talking about the portions of the ordinance,
it

23 
~1 

Chapter 24A of the County Code: The sections that Robin

24 II just read are the ordinance, not the Master Plan.
II

25 MR. TRUMPLN : What about the Master Plan?  Is
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there -- I guess my question still remains, iR there

anything that was proposed this evening which runs

counter to the Master Plan?

MS. WRIGHT: lies, if you look at the top of

circle-2: in 198_5; when the County adopted the -master

Plan, the language in that defines what is significant

about the district: And it talks about -- that first

indented paragraph about:

The houses sha£e a uniformity of scale,

setbacks and construction materials that contribute to

the cohesiveness of the d istrict I s streetRr.apPR, Thi 
s

uniformity coupled with the .dominant design inherent in

Warner's original plan of subdivision conveys a strong

sense of both time of place, that of a Victorian garden

suburb

What staff has interpreted that language to

mean; because it is a description of the district- of what

makes the district historic, is that the things that are

important about the district are its sense as a Victorian

garden suburb, the cohesiveness of streetscapes, the

issues of scale; setback and materials that create those

cohesiveness -- that sense of cohesiveness. And I think

what the staff report gets to further along,

specifically, are how this particular application would

disrupt that cohesiveness in terms of its scalp,
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setbacks, and the overall affect of a Victorian garden

II
2 II suburb.

I (

I ii Kensington did not have design guidelines

4  written into its ordinance, so we are left -- V m sorry
II

written into its MastPr Plan designatioP_. So we are

b  left with essentially interpreting a narrative document
i I

! !! about what ° s important about the district; plus, using

8 (~ documents like the 1992 vision plan done subsequent to
II

the designation;

to  MS. GIEK: I would also elaborate that on
II

11 

II 

curia-7 Chant- &-l- 2 A A - R ̀a II l s c ted, whi c  i s the

12 j~ enabling legislation for the historic preservation law in
II

i-i II the County= And it says -

14  The commission shall instruct the director to

i II deny a permit if it finds, based an tha evidence and

1b ~i information presented to or before the Commission, that
I I

1 II the alteration for which the permit is sought would be

i$ j~ inappropriate or inconsistent with, or detrimental to the
jI

199 I! preservation; enhancement or ultimate protection of The

20 II historic site, or historic resource within an historic
I I

21 ~! district, and to the purposes of this chapter.

22 I CHAIRMAN KOUSuuLAS : Okay, I think we need to
I

23 move along, We shouldn't get too side-tracked about the

24 
II 

question of the legality of the lot as a buildable lot.

25 ~~ 1 think we should focus on the setting and the proposal,
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r II 
and me answer wi i i come to us.

2 ~i Barbara Wagner, Judy Hanks, and Lawrence Ott.
I

3 

~I 

MS ; WAGNER-Hi t my name is Barbara Wagner, and

4 I~ I'm the chair of the Local Advisory Panel. ii'm also a

Ii

5 II former Commissioner:

O (~ And just to go back one step, I wanted to
II

clarify that the vision_ of Kensington report was

8 jj requested by the Commission while i was on the Commission
II

w 'I because we riidn't have objective Characteristics of the

10 =~ garden setting of the district. The whole purpose was to
fl

ii ii ienri an objective riecrriptinn so that we could compare

12  what would be detrimental, and what wouldn't be
I I

11 " detrimental---

14  So it was to be used as a tool. Kensington was
II

ij ii one of the very first historic districts designated. We

16 i~ didn't understand the need for guidelines in the master
II

17 ii Plan. we've had to grow as. we've understood historic

18  preservation.
II

19 
~I 

5o that; the visions of Kensington was designed

20 ~j to help us elucidate what would be detrimental to the
II

21 
Ii 

environmental setting so that ppopie wouldn't just come

22 II before the Commission and say, we believe it's
I

2 i detrimental.

24 Ii we can now point to the fact that houses only

25 ~~ occupy nine percent of the lot, most of the primary
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1 `~ resources in Kensington, ana we can Lay that this one

would occupy far more than that. Therefore, it's not

II characteristic of the building types

4 i And we can Know what the average distance
II

5 ~I between houses is. And we can Say, this average distance

6 jj is not the same as the rest of this area of the district.

f I So it's given us objective measures, and we can

8 
it 

then see that the environmental setting would be impinged
II

9 
~I 

upon

10  And really, the integrity of the district would

ii ii be impingedi upon significantly. Because iiensin tnn waS

12  designated so early, there were a number of infill
II

13  projects before iiensingr-nn fully understood Row that was

i4 I) damaging to our environmental setting. So, we are really
II

15 i~ -- we have a tenuous district at this point_ We have had

16  correspondence with the Maryland Historical Trust on
II

17 !! other protects, where they have said that this district;

18 ill' the integrity, is in jeopardy.

19 And so, we want to retain our garden setting,

20  and i just wanted you to Know that the LAY voted

21 
~4 

unanimously and enthusiastically to support the report;

22 jl We're glad to Know that there's a number that you.call
II

23 ~! for demolition by neglect: i don't think that the

24 ( general public is aware that there is a number that

25 I~ people call-.
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We'll -he happy to look around and use that

number, and we've urged the Commission to help us with

demolition by neglect in the district. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN KVUSOULAS: Thanks.

MS -. HANKS-HM:N_N, Hl ~ I' Judy Hanks-Henn. 1 ' M

a property owner in historic Kensington. I also have a

master's from Harvard in urban design.

I think this is interesting about guidelines or

no guidelines- and you a1! ar@ left right now

interpreting a description. From my point of view, and

it was discussed; i know, at RArvard, the iriea of

guidelines as an accrued too!, and actually we found it

better to lean on the intent; and have the intent clear_

So I'm actually supportive of the idea of a description,

and you have to think about if-- _ you don't_ be rnbntic and

say does it fall in or not fall in the guideline. it

makes, to me, a more thoughtful- decision, And that's

just an aside.

I would like to -- I say I think the planning

did an excellent analysis report on the open space

concept of garden suburbs development, as the paramount

issue in Kensington. There was a comment by the

developer that this is a duly recorded let, and it would

be great to get in the mind of the developer, Brainard

Warner, at the turn of the century, and -find out why he
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1 
 11 

II 
subdivided Kensington into r_hese 3tj-font iotsy And it's

2 jj been a real mystery in my mind. I wish he had a diary.
I

3T wish we could find it and we could understand why he

4 j did this 50-foot lot break-up.

5 i i think Brainard Warner did not envisions

6 tracked mansions in Kensington. You 'took at his own

7 
~I 

home, it's the Circle Manor Nursing Home, it's on a large

$  oval. You notice, he broke it up into a 'lot of 50-foot-
II

y ii track lots: And i just think that ̀s something for

10 jj thought. i think the development of these large homes on
iI

1 1ii threP- and f our -foot ( sir , 1 i nts are not haphazarr~' ~ that-

12

har

12 jj they're actually quite purposeful.
it

Thank you,

14  MR. OTT: My name is Lawrence Ott, and i live
II

15 (~ at 3911 Prospect Street_ And try property is diagonally

16  adjacent to the overall property owned by the individual
II

17 
(I 

who wishes to sell off this property and build this new

18  house. So I have in my back yard the back of my house --

19 i overlooks the property of the open property:

20 ij And I`ve lived in that house for ly years, and
II

i ii the house is 1-00  years old-  i t was build in 1-897,  the

22  house which ii live in.

II
23 is It's interesting that my house is built

24 ~j straddling two lots, and it's one of the few houses
(I

25 that's built that way. But it Shows that when those

I

9
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1 iI houses were bun 1 t i T-Post of the houses whether they were

2 jl built straddling a lot or on a separate lot, were built

3 l with the idea of having larcge space on both sides of- the

4 ~I home.

5 And that's The way my house exists. and that's-

6 fj the way houses on Prospect Street directly behind this,

! 
~1 

and again on Baltimore Streets exist to this day. And- ..in

8 
II 

fact, it's one of the few areas left in old town

9 ~I Kensington which 1a still as it was in the n riod of the

10 i
'! g ~-

i 
1890's. And with the changes that've been taking place

ii II nyer Tha last iii years since V ve liven there, this is

12 ~j gradually disappearing.
II

13 i! And i wanted to say that the Rouse That exists

14 ~1 on the property now which is going to be built -- next to
II

15 Il the house that's going fin be built is; in fact, a

16  beautiful old Victorian house that has gradually lost
I I

1!i some of its charm through the years4and this has

18 j continued through the last 20 years in many ways. and i
I

1$ ! would like to see it maintained and be rebuilt back to

20 Ill the house that it was, and to maintain that charm and
II

it II that personality of the period.

22 j And so, from that point of view, I'm opposed to
I

23 i the building of the ho1Ce on the vacant lot, and- hope

24 that we're able to keep it and to maintain this historic

i5 district which, with the changes Tact coming from
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i II jyashington j these districts are vary quickly disappearing

G 

Ii 

from out reality, and from the future of our children.

s 
1 

shank you very mach.

4 jl CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Thank you. is there
II

R !~ anybody else that wishes to speak?

o  (Response inaudible.)
II

7 it CHAIRMAN KOi!SO LAS . would you like to come up'
I

8 Had you -- I thought you filled out a form, but I think
_ II _
`9 

it 
you lost it, iL was -- I had a big stack, so I

10 jj apologize.
II

17 II iviit ; Ti7ivifiNN- Hope i ° m -- not last -- but I'm

12  not least. Chairman Kousoulas and fellow Commissioners

13 I~ an staff- I'm Bob Ritzmann, a member of the council of

14  the 'Town of Kensington, at 3710 Mitchell Street,
Ii

15 
II 

Kensington, Maryland.

Ib  Last Monday, April 21st, the mayor and Town
I I

17 I~ Council met in a special session, discussed the

18 ij application before you, and authorized me to represent
II

19  them at this hearing.

20  we believe that you staff has prepared an
(I

it !~ excellent report on this application; We strongly

22 (~( support the report and its recommendation that this
II

23 
II 

Historic Area work permit be denied:

24 ji The Kensington Historic District is the

25 keystone of our town, and the property in question is an
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i 
~! 

important primary resource in presenting our yictorian

2 ~I garden setting, a Key element of this historic district.
I

i 'I

4 jj To permit elimination of the side lot of this
II

5 i~ historic souse by demolition of the side driveway and

b ~ I auto house, and construction of a residence which
I

! !~ substantially exceeds the lot coverage of properties in

8 j~ this area, would have a major, deleterious impact on this

section of the Kensington Historic District: We very

10 jj much support preservation of the integrity of our
II

11  historic district.

12 ~i You are, i Know, familiar with the
i

13 revitalization effort underway in the commercial area of

14 j~ our historic district. This rather extensive effort,
I

15 i~ being done in cooperation with the Montgomery County

to  Department of Housing and Community Affairs, is a

17 I demonstration of our interest in preserving Kensington

18 and its historic setting.

19 To permit erosion of our historic garden

20 setting by granting this Historic Area Work Permit would

21 seriously detract from restoring the community setting of

22 the early 1800's that our residents, merchants and

23 visitors wish to enjoy today.

24 j We are also concerned with the subject -- with

25 `~ the neglect of the auto house. if allowed to continue,
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i it will self-demolish, an event we do not wish to happen=

2 The auto house is complementary, and part of the
II

S ! significance of the property, We believe stabilization

4 I of the auto house should be done with some priority in

5 order to protect its integrity -

6 i To conclude, the Town of Kensington, Mayor and

7 Council supports and concurs with your staff re-Port and

u its recommendation of denial of the Historic Area work

Permit.

10 j
!

l Thank you.

CHAIRMAN KOUSCMT-AS: Thank ynia, Mr- Hnnh er;

12 j would you like to come back up?

13 ii Mk: H 1( BLER: Jo I have to?

14 ~I CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Yeah.

15 !~ (Laughter.)

16 I MS. AHERN: Would it be possible for the owner
II

17 it to rectify one point of hiS information?

Its li CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Sure.

19 I MS: AHERN: This address --

20 CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: We need to get you on the

71 I mike:

zz MS. AHERN: I thought I could avoid it. This
11

23 !~ addresses the fact that -- I'm Jeannie Ahern, the owner

24 j of the property, and I'm attempting to sell to Mr.

25  Hoobler for development of lot 25-
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1 
I~ 

his l c j 1 f1P i i PVe j is to Correct the

2 j~ misunderstanding that when I bought this property, I

s II should have known or would have known that I could not

4 
it 

subdivide it.
II

b  Number one, I didn`t -- my aunt, who's me, I'm

6 I ashamed to say, did not inform me anything about the

7 restrictions on the -- in the historic district. Number

8 I( two, the request for the infill in 1989 was after * -L had
I

9 !! contracted for the property, co I certainly wac not aware

I  jl of that. Actuaiiy, it was one of the first pieces of

i I) mail we ani~ wheT we moved in

12 jj And I guess I was really led, in some ways, to

13 

I~ 

believe that there would be a possibility, if 1t ever

~I
14 

II 
became necessary to sell off this lot, that the covenant

15 

i~ 

sort of was 3n implication to me that this might be a

16 possibility in the future.

17 And I would just like to clear ear up that issue,

18 MR. TRUMBLE: Let me ask you a question,

19 because this issue comes up from time to time.

20 I! I have purchased three houses in Montgomery
I

21 

~I 

County. And each time I've  purchased the house, althoughthough

22 ( I hate to be that compulsive, I've actually read all the
I

23 fine print when you go through it_ And one of the things

24 , that suggests is -- in fact, I think I signed a piece of

25 paper saying I've consulted the Master Plan regarding my
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1 

11 

jloilse: ,

2 j~ And if the historic district in Kensington was

(
il

I {~ established in '86,- and you purchased in ' 89 as you Just

4 jj said, then presumably you signed a piece of paper that

5 i~ said, I'd looked at the Master Plan, both as the owner

o  and as the real estate agent.

r MS= AKER : i believe that that part of the

8 j contract was after I bought it in 1989.
II

9 ii MR: RUMBLE: But if the '86 !'taster. P i an

iU j~ existed, and as you've seen this evening, at least part
fl

11 

~! 

of that- Master Plan, or one of the issues in that Master

12  Plan has to do with the existence of open spaces, and you
~It

i 3 i{ knew that you were buying more Than one bu i i da b 1 e lot,,

14  presumably you knew what your property looked like, all I
I

15 (i would suggest is that as in the case of any other

16  homeowner, it would be well -- you would be well advised
_ 

(
I

17 

i 

To look at that Master .Plan and perhaps ask pertinent

18 !!I questions and plan accordingly so that you wouldn't be
I I

19 ~! caught in this sort of a surprise:

20 ~I M5. AHERN: i probably have to say i give much

ii 1! better advice to my clients than i use for myself, i
I

22 j would probably have been very careful that one of my

23 clients did that: But that little box that's now in the

24 ( contract was not there in 1989, so it wasn't brought to
II

25 4! my mind in that way_ It's a good point_



r II Any other questions?

2 jl (No response.)
I

3 i CHAIRMAN KGDUSOULAS—, Okay, thank you:

4 jj Okay, Who would like to begins
II

5 i MR— H- N.DOw rZ : This all cones down to me to

O j two issues; the specifics of the lot coverage, and the

7 ! future of the garage, if there is one: and I want to

8 I make clear for the record that I -- I've only been on the
i

$ ( Commission for, I guess; it's Duct been around a month

i.0 j~ now. And my stated policy is that I am not inherently
jI

11  opposed to in_f i 1 ccnstr»rtion pe"r sav- i dnn't think-

12  that's a wise approach.
II

13  The issue to me is the particulars of infiii

14 jl construction. if the particular proposal doesn't make
II

15 
II 

sense.; then I' m not in favor of i - . i f the particular

io 
I~ 

proposal is reasonable, then I'm going to support it. So

17 that's where I come from_ 8o there's no question that --

18 not every -- this Commission has individual people who

19 
I 

think_ individually, and we're not monolithic:

20 I First of all, you mentioned about moving the
I

21 garage earlier: and it was nice to hear that-, but I'm

22  wondering, first of all, is that possible given the

23  condition of the garage; and if so; where would you move

24 

~I 

it tO?

%5 MR. HOOBIER: I'd be happy to look at staff and
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i anybody else you would suggest to loci- at the garage. It

2 j is a little rough. I mean, staff has alluded to it. The

3 issue of who has been neglecting it, I think, is a very

4 
I~ 

long issue going back probably at least two owners.

5 MR, HONB~ ~WICZ : Well-, let me also, be clear -

6 lear_b ' I'm not interested in -- when I asked earlier about
I

7 demolition by neglect; that was just to clarify things

8 j for me. I'm not interested in placing blame right now.
I

9  jvf I H ODBLER: tiura ,

10 II MR. HONUOWICZ: I'm wondering what will happen
II

11 I~ with the garage, Because if we'rege i na to -- if the_ ,

12III issue is, do we just get rid of it or not get rid of it,
II

13 '! then that's a pretty clear issue for me --

14

e_

14 j MR. HOOBLER: Okay.
I

15 i MR_ HONDOWICZ: But if it's an issue somewhere

16 in the middle, then I'd like to know where that middle
II

17 ~ is

18 Mil. HOOBLER: Well, I would be -- I mean, I'd

19 be happy to entertain the suggestion of moving it: i -

20 ~I would assume, since it has similarity to the house, the
I

21 primary resource at 3921, that it would be moved onto

22 that property, if that's all right with the owner. But I

23 ( don't -- I don't see a problem with trying that. But the

24 I condition is such that I believe it's just going to have

75 to be a good effort, and I'm willing to do that:
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1 II MKa HON_DO ICZe z Okay, So you're saying you're

2  willing to try it, but you would want the option to
II

3 i proceed with your proposal regardless of whether or not

4 jl that -- that transplanting of the building is successful

3  or net; is that what you're telling me=n

6 j MR. HOOBLER: I'm sorry, I didn't understand.
II

7 i MR: HONLOWICZ. See, what I'm saying is if you

8 : can demonstrate to me that you can move the garage in a
f

`a i way that would not be detrimental to the district,, than

10  as far as that issue is concerned, it would be solved for
II

11  me

12 jj But if you're saying that we're willing to try
I

13 i~ it, out if it doesn't work we still want to build, then

14 ~I the issue is solved for me to the detriment of what you
II

15 ii want.

16 j~l So I'm looking for something a little more
I

17 
I~ 

definitive than what you're prepared to give me here, it

18 I seems.

19 MR: HOOBLER: Well, I --

20 !( MR. HONDOWICZ: I'm not saying that you have to

21 ( tell me exact point, but I want to have some sort of

22 i assurance that if I make a motion later on that says R, Y

23 and Z. that you're not trying to find some flexibility ,in

24 that. Because I won't be too flexible.

25 MR_ HOOBLER: Sure_ Sure, I understand what
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1  you're saying It is in rough shape. It`s going to take.

2 j~ some work, whatever gets done with it. It probably could
f

3 be taken down in pieces and then re-erected: I mean, I'm

4 j sure we can -- we can certainly make it look better than
I

5 what she is now.

6 I mitt. HONDGWICZ: okay. Then let me quickly ask
I

7 about lot coverage, so I can defer to my colleagues and

8 not monopolize the time.

`a 
~! 

you stated earlier in your comments, and it

10 I~ seemed to me to get the general point, that you feel

11 there's a difference in what the actual lot coverage is,

12 I! the entire size. the whole scope of the project, you

13 (! believe is lot -- relatively smaller than what staff

14 ~1 believes it is.

I
16 Now, I don't want to find myself -- I'm

16 ~I prepared to if it's necessary -- but I don't want to get
I I

17 in a position of trying to decide who is accurate and who

18 isn't. 5o if you can try and in a little more

19 straightforward language try to explain specifically,

20 number one, what is the overall layout, the footprint and

21 lot coverage and all this, number one. And number two,

22 to what degree you're willing to reduce it.

23 Because let me make clear that even if it is to

24 the dimensions that you made in your statement, that's

25 still far too big, as far as I'm concerned. If you want



1 ~1 to build something on that lot and geT my support, it--
1

t
1

2 ( needs -- you need to show flexibility not just to move
I

3 i the garage, but to make your proposal a lot smaller than

4 j you're currently suggesting.

~ I MR-- ritDtii LER ; We-!!,- there's a couple of things,

o jj I hear what you're saying. There's a couple things. One

7  is, is that what I'm proposing on that reverse A that you

8 j have in front of you, which is the poorly Xeroxed site

9 it plan, I think address a couple of issues-  One i s , just

10  to -- an aside, the redbud, that puts the driveway on the

11 ~i far sine away from The redbud _ So that 
t 
c raa! i v sort of

12 ~! -- 1 don't think an issue In terms of the safety of that
11

13  tree, And quite frankly; because the tree does sit sort

14 jj of in the side yards, it's going to be visible still from
II

17 
II 

The street., and also  from the adjacent owner Mat

16 jj expressed the concern about it.

17 i On that plan you're looking at, though, I am

18 j suggesting, in order to reduce the total lot coverage, a
I

19 ! reduction in the size of the garage itself, from the 24-

20 42G II by 24 to a 20 by 20. Then also, I have included in the

21 1,716 square foot of the house, I've included that- in the

22 I total coverage. And if we do that, we come up with 24-

23 1/2 percent, which is within the vision of, -Kensington

24 II guidelines, which is that other sheet that you have.
I

25 ~~ And basically, we meet all of the guidelines
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1 
~! 

except for one of the primary resource guidelines, But

2 j~ otherwise, we meet or exceed all of those guidelines

3  except for the primary resource And quite frankly, I'm

4  not building a primary resource. I'm -- you know --
_ II
5  building a new Rouse: So it's not a primary resource

b II SO --

7 MR: HONDOWIOZ: But you're still talking about,

8 even though it would be under the 25 percent maximum lot
I

9 i that I see here --

10  MR. HOOBLER: Yes.
II

11  MR, iii NDC)w i c7 : -- vou' re still to 1 kin- about_ a

12 II dramatic -- dramatically larger lot coverage than is the

13 
~I 

average: And let me emphasize here that i, too, am not

14  going to get caught up in -- is it over the line or under

15 Ii the line:

Ib ii MR. HOOBLER: Might.

II

17 
'I 

MR; HOHDOwICZ : Because this is not a court and-

18 ij I'm not an attorney, and that's why I decided not to go

19 ! to law school.

20 I So -- you know -- try to justify to me why it

~I21 
~I 

has to be as big as that=

22 jj MR. HOOBLER: Okay. On a case-by-case basis,
i

23 ! this particular house, although it has a 1,700 square

24 j foot coverage on its footprint, almost a quarter of that,

25 !( 24 percent of that, is in porches on that first floor.



1  That makes a tremendous difference of how it feels.

2 ij Also, the way the house's mass is set up in
II

3 I~ such a way; if you look at the drawings of the house,

4 II that it's not a big, monolithic monster. It's -- you

Know -- it's got sort of the right kind of style to -fit-

6 it6 j` there.
I

7 i ! think thoCe are important considerations

3 here.

9 MR: H~. NDODWICZ Okay --

io j MR. HOGnLER: And I think the other thing I
II

11 i~ must might add is; it's easv sometime r_o see: oh gee,

12  let's just make this thing smaller. But when you do that
II

13 f~ sometimes, you really -- sometimes you can lose. You may

14 j end up with a smaller house that sort of meets some
I~

15 yardstick that you put up for it- but that doesn't mean

16 I that it flows right. And I think that the design that's
II

17 I here is a -- is a fairly decent design, and I think it

18 works well.

19 MR: HONLrWIrZ- Well, let me put it this way:

20 i What was the underlying rational behind this design?

21 
i 

What ultimately were you trying to accomplish besides, of

22 I course, making something that would sell and do well for

23 you? What was the -- the underlying thought that went

24 through your mind when you decided to design the house in

25 the way that you have it be-ore us this evening, based on
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1 the -- and I'm willing to consider the flip: i don't

I!
2 

I 
care if it just came today, that doesn't bother me.

3 ! MR. HOOBLER: I think the interest is in making

4 I something that looks good, something that I won't be

5 i embarrassed about later when i have to go by

6 I MR. HONLOWICZ: In the context of the -- of

7 what would work in the district --
I

8 MR. HOOBLER : Sure.
I

I~ 
MR: HONbOWICZ : -- or just in the horse, per

10 ~I say?
II

11I MR = i- OOR-LER : Oh, I think if- an!  wnrirs

12 together. I mean, this is the -- I think this is the

13 ` right style of house to fit in this neighborhood, This

14 j~ff neighborhood has a wide selection, really, of houses,
_ If

15 
i! 

even thought it's -- in the Master Pan, it talks about a

16 ~I lot of similarity. Actually here, it's pretty different.

17 next door; for instance, is a hugh house:

18 I MR. HONDOWICZ: Right, I've driven through

19 there this afternoon, so I know what you're talking

20 about.

21 MR. HOOHLE'R: Yeah, I mean it just -- I've got

22 I three or four pictures trying to catch sort of a side
I

23 ! elevation of this house. And then, of course, across the

24 j street you have a house that's much simpler and much

25 j! plainer and much smaller. And so, you have a lot of
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1 that.

..2 I There's a lot of variation here, and I think

3 that what I've got is a good compromise for that, And

4 I I'm -- I think it's a good compromise.

5 MR: HONDOWICZ- Okay, that answers my &-uestinn;

o' and I thank the Commission for their indulgence.

7 Ms: SODERBERG: I have a question about the

8 proposed garage that you say you have reduced the size of

9 ~! to 20 by 20: Is it still a two-car garage, then?

10 ji MR. HOOBLER: Yes, it would be.

11MS . S(, DERBER(1 : qnd the Barrage, as well as the

12 I house, was planned in accordance with the rest of the

13 ! district, to fit in with the rest of the district?

14 ` MR.HOOBLER: Well, for instance, the house

15 ~I next door to the west has four-ca age. And thenI a four-car garage. ,

lb !I~ of course, the garage that we're -- or the auto house as
I

17 we're describing it here on 3920, is a one-car. So I --

18 I mean, I would say that's within the average.

19 MS= SODERBERG: So, the four-car garaQe was

20 built when?

21 MR= HOOBLER: I don't know the answer to that.

22 It looks like it was similar construction to some of the

23 addition that's on that house, using an awful lot of

24 
!
I glass. So, when it happened, I don't know. I -- staff

25 ! might be able to speculate.
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1 ! his. SODERBERG, Well, it's -- I think it's kind

2 
I 

of obvious that if a four-car garage would've been built

3 in the 20th century, probably well into the 20th century=

4 But especially compared with the small auto houses that

-- that are typical of the lots, the houses in

o I Kensington.

7 I, too, am concerned about the existing the

8 !I auto house, and I consider that the -- the house -- and I
I

9 I suppose this would really be a question for staff. The

10  house itself at 29 -- the house that this is originally a
I

11 
I~ 

part of, 3920; has -- obviously the auto house, since

12 j~ it's covered with the same siding, was built as a part of
II

13 i~ this house, that is, the owner who built this built it as

14 j~ a part of his home, even though it's separate from the

15 
II 

house itself;

Io jj If the house at 3920 Baltimore street is
I

17 considered a primary resource, is the auto house

18 ( considered part of that primary resource even though it
I

19 ! is on a separate lot?

20 II GIs. ZIEK: We basically consider -- you know --
I

21 I the primary resource is the house and its setting and its
I

22 ( outbuildings. And there is a judgment made there. For

23 example; there is a relatively new shed on that property

24 as well, which actually I didn't even talk about.
i

25 Because it's obviously not a historic structure. This



1 auto house is a historic structure; and stars would

2 consider a primary resource as part of the environmental
I

-s ! setting with the residence--

4 esidence_4 I MS. SODERBERG: So that, actually demolition of

5 this auto house is -- is concern here. Thank you,

6 MR. SPURLOCK: I'd like to talk -- address the

7 size of the house a little further. I don't have

8 drawings of the other adjacent houses, but based on the

9 information that I have, the house you're proposing seems

10 to be considerably larger than the house at .3920.
Ii

11 i! It also seems to be -- it has the appearance,

12 j because of the gable facing the street, of a three-story

13 house: Whereas a lot of the other houses, it's been my

14 I observation, the gable turned parallel to the street have

15 ! more the appearance of two-story horses

16 
I~ 

Is there some reason -- I mean, you really are,

17 in my impression, trying to build a very large house on

18 what is a tight lot. Is there some -- is there some idea

19 that you might review this and look for something that's

20 I considerably smaller in size? Or do you have to have a

21 certain amount of size to --

22 MR. HOOBLER: Well, I think what's here is --

23 is -- you know -- justified with some of the other costs

24 that are involved for me with the lot. But I -- I am a

25 little wary of trying to lop off a floor, or something
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like that, I don't -- I understand your point and your

concern, but I would be -- I would be -- I'd be hesitant

to want to reduce the house too much, and then sort of

have it look a little squat between the two houses that

are there;

The house on the right is quite large,. and the

house on the left-hand side at 3920 presents itself by

the -- I've got a picture of it I can see from here and

I'm sure you've seen. But it presents itself, i' think, a

little bit wider and broader than the house that I have.

i'rti{, LPJLQCK: i had one z1egtion fir staff,

The -- is there any precedent for relocating an historic

resource; i.e.j the garage, to another location? Does

that compromise its integrity, or?

MS_ ZIBK.: well; the Standards for -- yo» know

-- the Secretary of the interior's Standard, which the

Commission has adopted, addresses moving -- moved

resources. And also, the National Register Standards

address moved resources: it's -- and it's not taken

lightly.

The things that are considered would be whether

the new context -- or basically would match the original

context, so that in the moving, the structure hasn't lost

its environmental setting. And that would be certainly

something that would have to be judged -- evaluated.
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1 
~I 

MS-- WRIGHT - Yeah, moving resources is

2 ~j generally considered a last resort, and in fact,
I

3 properties on the National Register that are moved, and

4 j I'm talking about outbuildings so much as individually

5 ii designated national resources -- but National Register

o buildings can be de-listed, taken off the National

7 Register; because they have been moved.

8 So it's something is not done lightly.
I

9 ! However, this Commission_ has approved moving of some

10 Ijl buildings, generally not for construction of a house.
II

11 
~I 

But at times, some buildings have been removed because a

12  road was coming through or there was some other project

13 i~ that would require demolition of the entire building

14  unless the building was moved. usually, something like a
I

15 road project,

to j~ And those cases have come up, and the
I

17 Commission has approved relocation of buildings on that

18 basis.

19 M5. BIENENFELD: Well, I want to just address

20 jl the issue more directly, and say that I agree with staff

21  report. And I don't think that Kensington should really

22 
it 

have infill. I mean, the historic district, even though

23 there is this issue of the fact that there were two

24 periods of construction and one was as the Victorian

25 garden with the large lots, versus the later
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1 ~~ construction; it's still -- it still is very clear that-

2 hat2 what they're emphasizing is this Victorian period.

3 And so, I think to have any kind of infiliing

4 would set a precedent that would really change the nature

5 I of the historic district.

o ~j And I wanted to address Mr. McCrory's concern
I

7 I about -- which we discussed a little bit about the

8 I unwritten versus the written policy. I think that's

9 I~ something that maybe the LAB should pursue, because he's
I

10 j right. if we do have this unwritten policy which I think
I

11 I~ the Commission usually does --

12  MS. WRIGHT: it is written.

13  MS. BIENENFELD: It is written-

14 (~ MS. WRIGHT: it's not a law, like an ordinance.
II

15 ~! The vision plan is written, it's a 70-page docu-ment.

to  MS. BIENENFELD: Okay.
II

17 MS. WRIGHT- And it is very clearly written

18 where in the district new -- infiil might be appropriate

19 and where it might not be appropriate But as was

20 I discussed earlier, it's not a law; it is a plan rather
I

21 than a law:

22 MS. BIENENF'ELD: Okay. Well, in any case,
I

23 something that may be pursued: And then also address

24 what Mr. Schmitt was concerned about, that if you own

25 property, you should have the right to do what you prefer

i

0
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I !` and handle the property has you wish.

2 II But clearly, when you live in a community, and

3 this is a -- this historic district, as a neighbor you're

4 I negotiating with the community quite a bit. You can't
I

5 i none of us can -- you know -- store old tires in our back

6 yard; we cannot build unsafe structures. And when you

7 live in a community, as I said, you just are aware of

8 I issues that are -of concern to that particular community.

9 ! So, those are my comments.

10 j MS. LANIGAN: I'd like to say that I agree
I

11 wholeheartedly with the staff report_ i think. it's a

12 II very excellent job, and I think there's an enormous
I I

13 (I amount of documentation and support for the staff

14 j~ position. And it also received a lot of support from the.
I

15 !~ community: And I think it's a very excellent job:

16 ~j And it's time that we did start enforcing the

17 main -- the main idea behind this historic district,

18 which is the garden-like setting of the district. The

19 4 district will absolutely be lost unless that starts to

20 
II 

happen.
I

21 
I! 

MS; EIG: I will concur with my fellow

22 I Commissioners who support the staff report. I

23 particularly turn your attention to the statement on

24 circle-2 which refers to the National Register Bulletin

25 #15 on applying the National Register criteria for
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1 
II 

evaluation, discussing the definition of integrity of

2 j` historic districts, and the implications of new

3 
II 

construction_

4 II This is not an issue of whether something is

_► ~~ buildable; rather i what will the effect of the bui lri i na

o  be. And the quote from that bulletin is:

7 !~ For a district to retain integrity as a whole;

8 Ij the majority of components that make up the district's
II

`9 
1~ 

historic character must possess integrity even if fihay

10 are individually undistinguished. In addition, the
I

1.1 II relationship among the Hi strict s components must be

12 I substantially unchanged since the period of significance.
I

13 ii There is a tough, test for the creation of

14 j~ historic districts and the designation, and it is our

15 

II 

responsibility to maintain the integrity of that through

16 I~ our decisions. And i believe that because of the lot
I

17 that would be allowed and the size of the house that

18 would meet the criteria for similar properties -- and not

19 being a -- you know -- number person in terms of one --

2u I( you know -- over, under the line, but rather there's --

21 i it is not possible for a house with. -- i mean, fnr a lot

22 the dimensions that are in front of us, for a house to be

23 !! appropriate to the historic district under those -- under

24 li the parameters of that lot.

25 And further, the issue of environmental setting
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1 I' is something that is extremely important_ it'c imnnrr_anr_

2 ~I to Maryland State 'law, it's important to Montgomery
I

3 i County ordinance, as well: We -- defining environmental-

4  settings, the concept of lot 'lines and ownerships that

5 Mr= Hoobler discussed earlier are not the main criteria,

b I It is, rather, what creates the environmental setting?

What has been historically associated with the property?

8 i And in this case, the introduction of a house
_ II
9 

II 
in this place would destroy the historic environmental

10  setting that is of this property.
II

11 II and so y I wholeheartedly support the staff

12 (1~ report. CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Tom?

I
13 I MR. !RUMBLE: 1 think there are a variety of

14 j reasons for why historic districts are created. in
_ II

17 II general, when we talk about historic districts, we talk

lb ~i about them in terms of the appropriate county ordinances,

17 II and we talk about the historical cultural, or

18 
!I! 

architectural, historical events of significance that may

19 or may not have occurred in a particular area. And our

20 decision generally has to do with trying to preserve

21 I that.

22 j Not included in 24A, however, I think, is an

23 
I 

equally important issue about historic districts. And

24 that has to do with the expectations of the people who

25 ( live there_ A reason why people buy in to the historic
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1 i aisrrlcr norlonj as reason wny may are willing to accept

2 an additional level of review, an opportunity to appear*

3 i before us on the odd Wednesday, and all that that

4 ~I implies, is because they'd like to have some notion about
II

5 i what's going to happen in the neighborhoods.

o if I buy here, if I stay here, if I invest

here, what's my neighborhood going to look 1-Jke, Are the

8 
i1 

-- are the characteristics that attracted me to
I

9 I Kensington or Hawkins Lane or T-akoma Park, or Chevy Chase,

io , going to more or less remain intact during the period of

11 
~I 

time  that T live  here?

12  What I've heard this evening is a series of
II

13 expectations about the ne i ghnorhood in which you would

14 ! like to build a house. It's interesting, because we've

15 ij considered infill in Kensington before and we've riot had
i

16 i~ this Kidd of outpouring. We've looked at a lot, for

(
example, on The other side of Connecticut Avenue adjacent

18 I to a day care center, and other than the interested owner

19 ( and perhaps a neighbor or two, nobody shows up for that

20 ! one. It suggests to me that there's a different set of
I

21 fl expectations about one side of Connecticut Avenue as

22 j! opposed to another.

23 What troubles me is that none of these

24 I expectations are very well laid out in anything that we

25 might call regulations in this County. And that's What
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14~ leads, I think, to ill will. That's what I think leads

2 l to bitterness or disagreements about the value of

3 j historic districts. That's what leads people in ether

4 communities for considering historic district to doubt

5 
I 

the wisdom of the process.
I!

6 I If the set of vision statements that were

7 written in 1992 are of value, then I would strongly

8 suggest that, at a minimum, the town council adopt them:
I

9 
~I 

Have a full and open discussion, address the concerns of

io  your citizens who say if I bought the property I ought to
II

11 I~ be able to do what i Jolly well fee 1 abort i t , and if

12 ~I I've got a buildable lot, I should be able to build on a

13 ! buildable lot. And in general, you should be able to

14 I build a buildable lot, and as a matter of fact, the

15 I~ historic regulations specifically says we cannot deny you

16 jj the use -- the economic -- the fair economic use of your
II

17 property: I mean, that is an assumption within the law.

18 I And so, when a neighbor, or more than one
I

19 neighbor comes and says -- you know -- I'm a little

20 j concerned about the fact that this person can't build on
I

21 a legitimate lot, I have sympathy with that.

22 On the other hand, I must tell you that the

23 fact that we've had a series of people come in from a

24 variety of different parts of that neighborhood and say,.

25 Took, these were our expectations_ And they were
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1 

1 

relatively consistent and unanimous in those

2 j expectations. And I have to side with them, because they

3 have an economic stake in that neighborhood.

4 if this were another neighborhood, my suspicion
it

5 i is you could build on that lot, and i think we have

6 approved a variety of infill projects that would dazzle

7 you, if you saw their diversity_- You can get away with

8 j an awful lot of things. But in this particular

`a ~ neighborhood, I think there's a big problem. And the

10 I problem is that there are expectations about what should
II

11 i 'and shnu i ri not be done there- Those

12 expectations are more or less protected by the County
II

13 
II 

law. i would feel a lot better if the -- if the

14 I Kensington folks would stand up in incorporate them;
I

15 
i 

stand up in front of everybody and say, this is what- we

16  believe and this is why we believe it. So that everybody
II

17 
II 

has a sense of what can and cannot be done.

18 II if those expectations weren't there, Mr.

19 Hoobler, I would be inclined to vote with you, because I

20 = have seen a variety of infili projects, some of which are
I

21 ! less aesthetically appealing than yours, to be frank

22 j about it. But I'm not prepared to go against the

73 expectations of that neighborhood and of that district.

24 And I would 'hope that they would then extend each other

25 and the rest of us a favor of coming up with a more
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1 j~ consistent and legally binding set of guidelines, so that

2 ill we would all be better off in the future.
I~

3  CHAIRMAN KOUSOi LAS yes?

4 MS. WILKES: May I come forward?

.7 i c_iA T RMAN KOUS~ UT-AS Sure.

6 =) MS. WILKES: I just wanted to quickly make a
i

r ( point that hasn't been made tonight. In Kensington, just

8 j~ a few houses up the street, in the last several months a

9 
j
~! house that sits on one and 'half of the pie-snapped iota

10  with no buildable lots, sold for $650,000. 1 think we

I
ii ii are at a point in Kensington where perhaps tna value 01

12 j' open space in the appurtenances and environmental setting
I

13 i has caught up. The only reasonable economic use,

14 ~I therefore, of a sideyard lot cannot be said to build --

1-5 !! to be as a buildable lot_.

16 jl 1 believe that -- I mean, I'm not a reaitor,
II

17 I'm not an appraiser; I'm not _really qualified to say

18 this. But I think that it is worth considering that the

19 value of the sideyard lot to that house as a sideyard lot

20 1 may be enough for the owner to realize a considerable

21 I, profit if and when that owner decides to sell the house

22 with the land to someone who appreciates the sideyard lot

23 as part of the appurtenances and environmental setting.

24 I That's the point.

25 CHAIRMAN KOUSOULAS: Thank vnu, The economic

11
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i I~ return of the lot may not be really the central idea of -

2 
I 

the court's thinking on that issue. But I think what's
I

3 important here, and I agree with Commissioner 'rruImble's

4 j thoughts on a buildable lot as an abstract idea, 3 think

5 ji there are certain rights that a property, owner has with

b ~I that lot, that probably exceed most of the rights of

7 community expectations. And unfortunately, we have this

8 {~ confusion there.
I

9 i~ But, then again,; those rights have all sort 'of

lU ~I controls on them, Zoning being the most obvious One. So,

II

11 
~1 

as we heard earlier, you're not allowed to do whatever

12 jj you want to with the -- your own property. There are
Ii

13 I' already plenty of controls besides what we may also place

14 ii on them.

II

1-5 
II 

But what I want to distinguish here, and T

lb  think We're contusing -- or we're kind of treating the
II

17 it open space separately, from the horses in a very critical

18 j way. We follow the Secretary's Standards for

19 ! Rehabilitation, and quite often people think, when they

20 I really don't know about preservation, they say, oh,
I

21 i! you're going to basically freeze the -houses; you're not

22 

II 
going to let anything happen.

23 ! We have to say no. We will allow change to

24 occur. We're basically following standards of
I

25 ~( rehabilitation which allow houses to be modified
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1 

~i 

somewhat. There are strict cont ro1C in Certain parts of

2  the house, more freedom in other parts of the house.
II

3 Certain controls on certain kinds of features, certain

4 ij kinds of materials and other things you can do.
II

5 ~I we're not really trying to freeze-dry an

b ! historic resource, that's not what we do.

7  when we talk about individual lots Scattered.

8 throughout a neighborhood, all of a sudden it seems as
II

9 ~i if, well, any reduction in that Open Space is a violation

(~ 10 I OI the protection that the historic area enjoys. And the

1 
II 

protection that the historic homes enjoy is not that --

12 i~ is not as absolute as the way Sometimes the protection
II

13  that the open space enjoys is phrased; And ! would say

14 I~ that open space to Kensington is very, very good, just
II

15 i! like a character of a house is very, very good -

16 ji Some degree of that open space may disappear
II

17 II over time, just like some degree of the character of a

18  house may change a bit over time, because of decisions

19 that we make or commissions like us make.

20 (1 So, not every square inch of open space has to

21 i~ be protected -- or, i mean, it is protected, but has to

22 j!~ remain open forever, if we're going to treat it the way
i

23 we treat the houses: But it is important the

24 neighborhood, and when you look at this particular case,

25 this particular house -- and i really don't go by lot
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coverage and those things. Those are important, but lot

2 II coverage really starts isolating a lot from other lots,
II

t II and you can treat them very abstractly:

4 II But when you look at this lot in the
_ II

streetscape of Kensington, this is about- one of the most-

b  important open-space lots there is, in terms of the

7 II rhythm of open space; in terms of the location of this

u (~ lot in relation to other house. This is a very, very
I

9 
II 

tricky one to build on. And the loss of this lot, unless

10  it's done very, very carefully,.would 'harm the overall
II

ii II impression of the open Spam in iiensingron, which is

12  important, much more than another lot. I wont name any
II

13 i~ one in particular, but there are other lots which we

14 ~~ could obviously build on, and we have in the past. And
II

iti 
II 

the open space of Kensington isn't harmed much at a11.

lb ~I So I think we need to be careful about how we
II

17 

~I 

think about open Space in Kensington It, can change over

18 II time, a bit, it probably will. But in this case, I think

19 ! what you could do on this lot is extremely 'limited, And

20 III then the question of the garage, and moving that to
I

21 II accommodate the footprint of this house is another whoia

22 
II 

question.

23 I I like the discussionor the red-hids: I va got

24 I about five in my back yard, but they're about two inches

25 caliper. You know, that we could work on.



1 I There are a _number of i ir_tie issues on this

2 lot, but the major one, i think, is the disposition of

3 this lot as open space in the overall street pattern_. So

4 I I would have to agree with -- in principle with basically

5 you've heard here tonight-

--6 And if anybody else has anything to say, or to
I

7 make a motion?

8 MR. HONDOWICZ: I would like to -- I have some

9  questions of the councilman_ -from Kensington, if you can

iG come up-

11

p

11 i (Pause.)

12  MR. HONDOWICZ: I guess, Councilman, I'm really

jL1St interested .iFl y0~1£ reartir~n to come r_hinr7c vnii just~- j ~-

14 II heard, because I know I, in the past five minutes as
II

15 !~ we've gone Commissioner to Commissioner, have been

16 changing my mind about every SO seconds. So maybe you

17 can help me.

18 I First of all, regarding what Commissioner

19 Trumble said sort of leads me to askY ou more

20 ~= specifically, because the way just general County

21 government in relationship to city government operates

22 here in Maryland, even though I've been here three years,

23 ! and have been very involved, is a lot different from what

24  it was like in New Jersey. And so, I want to make sure I
I

25 understand what authority you have relative to the
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1 !! =nuntyi and so forth:

2 ~I Do you have any sort of historic preservation

3 iI ordinance in Kensington? what type authority do you

4 ; have? Is incorporating something like the Commissioner

just said an option that's ever been considered nr is it

6 a possible option at all, and so forth?

? MR: RITZMANN: We do not have a separate

8 historic preservation ordinance in the Town of

g Kensington_: IL'S Something that -- you know -- this is a

io ' new idea we've heard tonight. I'm not aware that it's
II

11 
I~ 

aver coma lip in any of our meetings

12 I~ but rather, we allow -- we rely on the County.
II

13 II role have passed our zoning ordinance -- our zoning nower

14  to the County, so we rely on the County to do both our
iI

lj i~ Inning

I
16 I~ and --

I

_' II 
MR. HONi'ifi ICZ: Oh, I See.

18 
II 

MR. RITZMANN: -- in this aspect, we look to

19 the Historic Preservation Commission --

20 MR. HONDOWICZ: Now, in terms of the County

21 I having the zone -- that's sort of what I was thinking

22 j about, because I live just outside the city limits of

23 Gaithersburg. I know Gaithersburg -- things occur in

24 

! 

Gaithersburg that couldn't occur in some other place and

2; !! still have town government and so forth.



1 '1 Does this -- the zoning authority lying with

2 
~I 

the County, is that something that the -- that the town
II

3 ! willingly gives to the County, or is that your --

4 !I MS. WRIGHT: Maybe --

MR: RITZ- NH: yes; in --

o j{ MS. WRIGHT: Maybe I can help on this. In the

7 1920's, a regional district was created, and only seven

8 
I 

municipalities in Montgomery County were outside of that

9 ~! regional district: I don't know the history on why those

10 j~ seven municipalities were outside and others were inside,
II

11 i~ but the basic rule is that except for those seven,

12 it including Gaithersburg and Rockville, all the other
II

13 'I municipalities like Chevy Chase and Kensington and

14 jj Garrett Park and others, are under County planning and

1ti II zoning authority, and don't have the legal authority to

16 i~ create their own preservation law.
II

17 

~i 

MR_ HO-ND )WTCZ- That's what T was trying to get

18 II at.

19 
I 

MS. WRIGHT: I mean, certainly they could adopt

20 jI -- you know -- as a standard, something like the vision
II

21 

II 

plan. But it would also  not he a legally  binding kind of

22 
11 

adoption, because planning and zoning powers reside with

23 the County government in Kensington, although we worked

24 

I

~ closely with the elected officials there.

25 !! MR. HOTlJfiWTr7.: Okay. I have only one other
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question, then. This is more towards the specifics --

MR. RITZMANN: Let me add to that.

MR-- HONilOWICZ : Sure

MR. RITZMANN: That Kensington is, and it's

governing body, 
is-  relatively small, We don't have the

money or the resources to have an expertise zoning staff

or planning staff_ And therefore, we believe the County

has been much more capable of.doing that.

MR- HON-D W i r And that's fine.  I -- before I

asked a more specific Question about that. I just wanted

To make sure. 1 understood where everyone t s Coming from in

terms of the law.

You mentioned that your decision or the flown on

this case came after a special session of the town

council; that's correct?

MR. RITZMANN: Right.

MR. HONDOWT rZ: Okay_ What- I'm wondering, and

you may've already covering this in your testimony, but

everything sort of gets lost in the wash, and so I want

to make sure I understand.

In terms of the discussion that led „p to The

decision that you made, was there any mention about the

open space in general in Kensington Historic District in

terms of -- just don't think it's appropriate at all for

infill, or the size and context? I'm trying to get more
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of an idea of what led to the position that the town is

taking.

MR. R'+_TZMANN:. There wasn't a specific

discussion, a lengthy discussion, on this case. But we

have considered this many times in past cases_ So when

the council discussed this we said -- you know -- this

looks just like some past decisions we've made.

MR. HONDOWICZ: So it came in the context of

something else_-

MR. RITZMANN: We very quick -- we very quickly

agreed with the staff rpport, in their annlvsis,

.MR. HONDOWICZ: Okay. All I'd like to say at

this point, Mr_ Chairman, is I'm going to yield in case

anyone else has anything to say. But before a motion is

made, I want to make a final statement on how I'm going

to vote.

But I don't want to presume to do that now if

someone else wants to say something. So let me hold back

for a second, and see if someone Wants to react to what I

just asked.

MR. TUMBLE: I will dust matte the point that-

the Town of Kensington, I would assume, has considerably

more resources than Hawkins bane ever did, and they came

up with a series of guidelines which they then got

incorporated into the Master Flan_
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1  I believe that_.the issue is one of '

2 I expectations. And I think that in fairness to everyone

3 I in Kensington, inniuding those who were coming in to make

4 investments in your town and buy property, that the

j ex ectationc of the community Should be made as -- as

6 I straightforward as possible. Whether or not that
I

7  ultimately is codified as law is discussion for another

8 time.

9 ! But if in -fart you agree with the vision

10 statement, or with some of set of guidelines, then 
I

11 'I would d nertai my think- that the flown counci i could endorse

12  them in the form of some sort of resolution, make sure
II

13 ~I That real estate agents and homeowners who are active in

14 ij your neighborhoods are aware of them, publicize them,
_ II

have them available as readily as you did the -- your

16 II pictorial history of your town, the hardware store, et

17  cetera.

18 I Because developers are going to build as big a

19 ( building as they possibly can_ Mr. Hoobler is absolutely

20 j no different than any other developer who comes before

21 II nS He has a series of economic eXpectations, And given

22 j the land cost, he wants to build in neighborhoods like
f

23 yours, because they're attractive. And he wants to build

24 j big structures there.
II

25 If you have a different vision for your town,
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1 i~ and you have a Working ma-i city of people who agree with.

2 that vision, then,I think it's to your advantage to make

3 that vision as widely known as possible;

4 jj MR. RIIZMANN: I might say, the council has
II

reviewed and haft had copies ofthi s vision'l vision' and we just

b i~ said We think its an excellent report. We didn't think
i

7 '~ to carry it further to -- to do something more concrete

8 than adopting as a resolution. But in general, the

`ai it council thinks this is an excellent report_ We've

lu  considered it your report, and we have no reason to
II

11 (I disagree_

12 jj MR. RUMBLE: You hear that we think it's

13 ii yours, we ought to just declare ownership.

14 =~ MR. RIIZMANN: Sure.
I

15 1~ t i.nim --,ht -•

lb jj M5. LANIGAN: I think it's time we moved on,

17 
~I 

and I'm ready to make a motion_ If you want to make a

18 closing statement, go ahead.

19 MR. HGND WICZ: Yeah, it'll just take me a

20 I! couple seconds, thank you.
I

7i ~I This is probably the first real hard- vote that

22 I~ I've had in the couple days that I've been on -- months I

23 -- seems like days -- that I've been on the Commission.

24  And since everyone else seemed, for the most parts,

25 ~~ instead of go ahead and ask questions were ready to make
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their positions clear, let me now take that opportunity.

And i want to just preface what I'm saying by

stating my appreciation for everyone in the audience and

on the staff; not jest for taking -- the audience taking

the time to testify, but for everyone on the committee

and staff" indulging me, as I sometimes ramble on.

But it's really important to me to try and --

obviously as it is to everyone, to make the right

decision -- but for whatever reason.

This case has not been as simple to me as

others, this body. i think i have no doubt that everyone

on this commission, I can state this from what V ve

observed in the past month that i've been a member, is

definitely interested in following the intent- of the

ordinance under which we operate, which means striking a

balance between_ the property owner and the general

community. And I really want to emphasize that, because

sometimes that gets lost in the wash in a lot of the

hearings that I've heard in the past month that I've been

a member_

I went to this site earlier this afternoon, and

after -- when i first read the staff report, it seemed to

me this makes sense, I'm going to vote to oppose it.

After being down at the property, then it
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1 i seemed to me, well; I don`t Know if it's -- it sort of

2 I looks dense. Then as I'm thinking about it, i realize a

3 lot of it has to do with vegetation like that -- sort of

4 -- in the first place. And then we went back and forth

5 about the garage.

e I And so, I guess what I'm trying to emphasize is

T that not only wasn't this easy for me, but I just -- the

s idea of sort of -- even if it's not part of a clear

9 statement Saving that you just shouldn't be building

10 ~I here, sort of rubs me the wrong way. But at the same
II

11 II time] it is trile that opera space is certainly important

12 ~) to that area.
I

13 i And when I think about what I saw this

14  afternoon in a different light, after hearing everyone's
II

15 ! testimony today, it seems to me that at this prnnprty

16 I site where the open space to me really does stand out, it
I

17 doesn't stand out because it's an exception to the ru e.,

1s but rather the greater density that I seemed to observe

19 just off-hand is more the exception, and that's where we

20 j get into the problems of the historic district being in

21 
1 

danger and so forth.

I~
22  I had the opportunity to spend a lot of time in

23 I Kensington during the last campaign, working for a

24 resident of that town who was a candidate for Congress.
I

25 I, And so i had the opportunity to appreciate that area very
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much. And so y  i guess what I'm trying to say in a

roundabout way is, while I very much regret having to

oppose this permit, I just don't see -- I've been trying

to find a way out, but I can't.

And so. I'm going to reluctantly vote in favor

of denial. But I want to make clear that that's a really

very reluctant decision for me. I understand that

cutting down the size of a project is not always as

simple as it seems. There economic casts involved, and i

don't consider a proposal to build at any one time to be

inherently, maiicinuc_ But just_ -- after an i that I've

heard, and trusting judgments from other and my own best

guess, . I jest can't find  a way fn support this. And so,

I'll be voting against any permit.

C_q 1 RMAN Kt IR )IMAR : is there a motion?

MS. SODERBERG: May I just say -- I have one

brief question, and that is about the existing garage.

Is it possible, if we vote to deny this

application, to include the citation of demolition by

neglect for the garage:

MS_ ZIN_K_: This Commission does not maim

citations. we can report a demolition, but we do not

issue the citations_

MS. LANIGAN: I'd like to make a motion. Case

Number 31,15-97D, 3922 Baltimore Street, Kensington
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1  Historical District. •T•haT The anniiratinn for a Higtnricrr---

2 jl Area work Permit be denied based on the reasons given in

i
3 The staff report_

4 II MS. SODERBERG: Second that motion.

it
5 

1! 
c_FATRMN KOiiROULA TC tflArP any dicr»scinn?

6 ~I (No response.)
it

!  !CAIRN AN KOUSOULAS : T • i i close  the_ p»b i i n

8 j~ record.
I

y iI All those in favor of the motion, raise

10  right hand. All those opposed -- none.
II

11 
~I 

The motion passes unanimously-

12 nanimously-12 i~ MR. HOOBLER : 'Thank you.

II
13  MR_ -P T f__H_•1' : And is -- as is The case with all-

14 

li

14 jl aenials,.a written denial will be issued within 15 days

15 II from the rate of this meet-ing, and anv party aggrieVeti of

16  that decision can appeal to the Board of Appeals within

II
17 II In days f rpm the date of getting the rien i a i decision.

18 , MR. HGuBLER: Thanks.

19 ( CHAIRMAN KOUS ULAS : Okay, the next- case is

20 j Case D, for shed demolition.in Takoma Park, and some

I y~

21 i siting work_ MR_ 7TEK: The application at 7230

22 j~ Spruce Avenue has been amended formally, through a letter
11

23 dated April 16th, withdrawing the proposal for anything

24 !( further than anything further than the removal of the
I

25 ~, aluminum siding-


